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With very rare exception in late Summers past, the buzz from California’s winemakers and growers about the soon-to-be-harvested vintage has
been overflowing with excitement. It is, after all, the time when their labors in the vineyard are about to bear fruit. It in the nature of those in the
business of producing fine wines to be optimistic, even in years marked by frosty Springs and wet, comparatively cool Summer months, but, this
season, there is a palpable sense of anxiety about how things will unfold over the next two or three months. Given the trials and tribulations the
winemaking community faced in 2020 and may well have to deal with again in what looks to be a hot and very dry lead-up to vintage, jittery nerves
are understandable. The lengthy drought that has plagued much of the Western United States has only gotten worse. Reservoirs are drying up and
water costs are on the rise – that is when water can be found for the necessary irrigation of thirsty vines – and the tinder-dry conditions so conducive
to more devastating wildfires has most everyone here on the coast justifiably worried about how the rest of the growing season will unfold. And,
has been widely reported in the press recently, wineries are faced with yet another high hurdle to overcome as insurance rates have sky-rocketed
with many producers being denied coverage of any kind. It is important to note that the worries are about what might be, not what is, and we have
yet to hear any hysterical cries that the sky is, in fact, falling, but there is little question but that we will all be a bit on edge until the last grapes of
2021 are safely in.
On a happier note, wine sales are rebounding and visitors have returned en masse to winery tasting rooms following the lonely days when the COVID
pandemic was at its worst. The lines to get in to the fine restaurants that are the destination of so many top-flight wines are lengthening by the day.
And, in 2021 the supply and demand for California wine are nicely balanced, so, even if the size of the upcoming vintage is a bit down, the overall
state of the business of fine wine appears to be surprisingly healthy
Now, it may well be that we are in for another wild ride wherein vintners shake their fists at the sky, throw a few well-chosen expletives Mother
Nature’s way and still, as always, manage to come up with memorable wines, but it just as well might be that we will be breathing a happy sigh of
relief come November. The one thing for sure is that we are not about to bet against their ability to persevere.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Cabernet’s star continues to shine. While there are definitely questions about how what looks to be a smaller contingent from the fire-plagued
2020 vintage will ultimately turn out, there is certainly no dearth of outstanding offerings available now as a growing number of new bottlings
from 2018, and several more late-released efforts from 2017, make their ways to our tasting table. This month, we report on those from highperforming, long-time-favorite names such as Diamond Creek, Corison, Frank Family and Ridge, and relative newcomers to these pages like Ehret,
Ron Noble and Stringer remind that there is always something new and exciting in the world of collectable, California Cabernet Sauvignons.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
A quick look at the index of reviewed Sauvignon Blancs on the final page of this issue might provoke a bit of surprise in some due to the number
of highly rated wines winning multiple-star recommendation, but what will not surprise any and all who count themselves among the variety’s
ardent followers is the very long list of those earning enthusiastic “Good Value” endorsement.

ROSÉ		
In this, our second of a two-part report on new Rosés, we look at those made from grapes other than Zinfandel and red Rhône varieties that were
featured last month. Pinot Noir continues to impress as a grape that is capable of making very good Rosé wines that rise above simple gulping,
and there is a pleasant surprise or two made from Sangiovese and Tempranillo awaiting partisans of pink who are willing to think outside the box.

BEST BUYS
Zinfandel has always ranked very high on the roster of rich and satisfying red wines that deliver exceptional value, and it once again gets top billing in August’s installment of Best Buys and, this time around, is joined by a tasty collection of affordable, very satisfying white wines made from
Viognier and Grenache Blanc that are sure to win these two Rhône varieties new admirers to its growing list of fans.
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First, the good news. This latest tasting of new Cabernet Sauvignons confirms
that the 2018 vintage is proving to be just as good as first thought. It was
marked by a cool, extended growing season free of the challenges of extreme
heat spikes and wildfires that made the previous harvest so demanding – and, as an aside, it would be unwise to dismiss the 2017 Cabernets, as
the appearance of those from Baldacci, Ehret and Patland in this issue remind that many excellent example were made – and, of the last four
years, 2018 was the one that winemakers universally described as the one absent the curve balls that nature now seems to be routinely throwing.
It was also an exceptionally long crop, just as that of the subsequent vintage, which, if at the time raised some concerns that supply might outstrip
demand, now looks to be welcome in helping to assuage the shortages that will inevitably come when Cabernets from the dramatically diminished
harvest of 2020 begin to appear a couple of years hence. Though the better efforts from 2019 are at least another twelve months away from release,
it, too, looks to be shaping up as year that is long on excellent wines and will further help to stock the cellars of Cabernet collectors worried about
the choices that 2020 will afford. And, for now, that is where the good news ends.
Virtually no one with even a passing interest in fine California wines is unaware of the unprecedented difficulties that marked 2020 in wine
country hereabouts. The impact of the disastrous fires of late summer and early fall will be felt for some time. As documented in the California
Grape Crush report published back in February, the crop from 2020 was the smallest in 10 years and, far worse, the crush in Napa was down by
nearly 40 percent, and that in Sonoma was down by 36 percent. And, the amount of fine wine made on the North Coast is likely to be lesser still
owing to the fact that an as yet underdetermined amount of smoke-tainted wine will never come to market or find its way into inexpensive bulk
blends. And, thanks to a continuing and worsening drought, winemaker anxieties are running high about what 2021 will bring. To say that all of
us in Northern California are sitting on pins and needles at this point in the growing seasons is not an exaggeration.
Agriculture of any kind has its ups and downs, but the long-range forecast of rising temperatures brought on by climate change suggests that,
during the next ten to fifteen to twenty years, the most-prized Cabernet vineyards in Napa Valley may become too hot to sustain their success.
Already, there is considerable discussion about new viticultural strategies that might prolong Cabernet’s pre-eminence in those sites and what
varieties might ultimately supplant Cabernet if the climate continues to warm unchecked.
There are no guarantees that Cabernet Sauvignon will remain king in its present domain for generations to come, and it may well be that, many
years from now, places like Oakville and Rutherford might be renowned for Tempranillo and Grenache, while cooler locales like the Sonoma
Coast and the Santa Rita Hills become Cabernet’s favored home. We have no crystal ball with which to peer into the long-term future, but we do
know that the one unchanging aspect of making of fine wine is change. Now, our musings this month come with no hand-wringing worries that
great California Cabernet Sauvignon is irrevocably on the list of endangered species, but the news from afield is certainly food for thought. It is
also food that is easier to digest with a glass of good Cabernet.

Tasting Note Legend
OUTSTANDING WINES

CHARACTERISTICS & TRADITIONAL USE WITH FOOD

*** THREE STARS (95-98 points) An exceptional wine 		
		
Worth a special search of the market

S Soft and fruity wine Quaffable by itself or with light foods
F Crisp white Medium acid and dry Fish or delicate flavored foods
C Mellow white Dry to slightly sweet Enough acid for white meats
l Full and balanced dry White Try with rich seafood and fowl dishes
L Light Red and powerhouse White Fowl veal and light meats
B Medium Red Balanced good depth medium tannin

** TWO STARS (91-94 points) A highly distinctive wine
		
Likely to be memorable
* ONE STAR: (87-90 points) Fine example of a type or
		 style of wine. Without notable flaws.
NOTE Wines not marked with stars are often delightful wines Each has unique
virtues and any of these wines may be the best wine to serve your needs
based on value availability or for your dining and taste preferences *Prices –
Approximately California full retail prices
Connoisseurs’ Guide tastings are conducted with

Stemware.

Beef and lamb

T

Robust Red Full tannin intense flavors For highly spiced
meat dishes

d

Sweet Dessert wine Enjoyable by itself or with sweet desserts

AVAILABILITY

DRINKABILITY

3
1
O

Generally available in most market areas

GV

Good Value

D
I
A
U

Limited production andor limited geographic distribution
Very limited availability

Drinkable now Unlikely to improve with further aging
Drinkable now Further bottle aging can improve this wine
Cellar for future drinking Wine will improve with bottle aging
Not suitable for drinking
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tannic edges.

* jl AKATOMBO Howell Mountain 2018

O B A $135.00

** jm BALDACCI Ruppert Napa Valley 2017

Richness rather than subtlety is the story here right from the very
start. The wine begins with a full, decidedly ripe nose that, at
first, reminds of black cherry cola then shows more of Cabernet’s
distinctive, loamy savoriness with air. It is big and weighty stuff
on the palate, and its ample, fully ripe fruit holds its own against
what are still fairly gruff tannins as well as a touch of last-minute
heat. Age in is order, four or five years will prove a real boon, but
fans of gutsy, no-holds-barred versions will find it to their liking
much sooner as a full-flavored partner to a thick, well-seasoned
steak hot off the grill.
1 B A $200.00

Deep, well-ripened and sporting an extra measure of sweet and
creamy oak, this year’s Ruppert bottling is a rich and comparatively
outgoing effort for a Cabernet Sauvignon of its age and is a little
less constrained by youth than several of its same-vintage
cellarmates. That is not to say that it necessarily wants drinking
in the relative near future even if its suppleness and its not-sostrident tannins afford it with a certain accessibility that might
tease the impatient into pouring it soon. We admit that it is very
tasty now, yet, though it does not demand a protracted stay in
the cellar, we see it reaching prime-time drinkability some five or
six years hence.
O B I $135.00

* jl ARROW & BRANCH Black Label Napa Valley 2018
Smelling and tasting of sweet and juicy black cherries graced by
hints of olives and enriched by a nice veneer of complementary
oak sweetness, but a little tight and slightly tough in the lattergoing and showing a touch of heat at the finish, this moderately
full-bodied Cabernet manages to be fairly ripe and youthfully
constrained in range at one and the same time. It is not beset by
the kind of outsized tannins that prescribe a decade of age, but,
if it is to show more detail and reach – and we would bet that it
will – it needs to be tagged for a good five-plus years of further
cellaring.
O B A $110.00

** jm BALDACCI Black Label Stags Leap District 2017
Showing great continuity from beginning to end and convincingly
keyed on very pure, optimally ripened, blackcurrant fruit every
step of the way, this extremely well-made wine is as well-balanced
as it is rich and generously filled. Already showing a fine sense
of layering that is bound to become even more evident over
time, it is a Cabernet whose combination of richness and careful
crafting is certain to tempt drinking without lengthy aging, but
those willing to wait and let it rest undisturbed in the cellar for a
half-dozen years will be happy they did. 1 B I
$90.00

* jl BALDACCI Oakville 2017
While all of the 2017 Baldacci Cabernets boast a good deal of
precise, currant-like fruit, this one is a tad more open and easier
to access now. Its inviting aromas of sweetly oaked cassis are
followed by mid-density flavors of the same, and it exhibits fine
fruity staying power on the palate with comparatively polished
tannins that never get in the way. There is no question but that
it will age gracefully for another half-decade if not more, but it
offers plenty to like now and is the one of its family we would
tag for drinking first.
1 B I $90.00

** jp BALDACCI Brenda’s Vineyard Stags Leap District 2017
On the whole, the Baldacci bunch from 2017 is an accomplished
lot, and each earns enthusiastic recommendation, but this one
stands out as the deepest and most complete Cabernet of them
all and walks away with top honors. A serious, multi-faceted wine
of considerable richness and layering, it is mouthfilling, yet never
cumbersome stuff with the fruity authority, the balance and the
fine tannic structure to age famously, and however impressive it
admittedly is at the moment, it should not be uncorked and
poured in haste. Allow for no fewer than five or six years and rest
assured that it will continue to grow for as many as ten to fifteen
more after that.
1 B A $150.00

* iu BALLENTINE Estate Grown Napa Valley 2018
3% Malbec; 2% Cabernet Franc; 1% Petit Verdot; 1% Merlot;
1% Petite Sirah. Highly ripened and showing a bit of a dried grape
influence, this big, mouthfilling effort keeps its focus on currants
and sweet black cherries with touches of herbs held to the deep
background. Viscous in texture and then tannic in progression,
this one will never be mistaken for a shrinking violet and is best
reserved for service with long-cooked meats over the next three
to six years.
O B I $85.00

** jo BALDACCI Calistoga 2017
Cabernets from Napa Valley’s warmer, more northerly, Calistoga
appellation are, more often than not, fairly ripe, full-bodied wines
that deliver lots of heady richness, and, while this bottling meets
those expectations, it does not emphasize ripeness to the point
that varietal keenness is lost and shows an uncommon sense of
winemaking polish and careful composition for a wine of its
amplitude. It is full and fleshy in feel, and its deep and continuous
fruit effortlessly pushes past its five-to-ten-year tannins, but do
allow for some cellar time here as waiting will do nothing but
make a very good thing even better. O B A
$90.00

ir BANSHEE Sonoma County 2019
Moderately fruity and geared more to back cherries than typical
Cabernet cassis but ultimately closed in by more obvious tannin
than its fruit can comfortably support, this clean, slightly underfilled wine tends to dry and gets a bit too ragged at the finish
for its own good, and, even if likely to soften some with another
year or two in the bottle, its prospects for marked improvement
with age are limited.
3 B I $25.00

** jm BALDACCI Howell Mountain 2017

* jl BLUE ROCK Baby Blue Sonoma County 2018

It is not uncommon for Howell Mountain Cabernets to be a bit
backward and somewhat tight-fisted when young, and, though
in all truth, Baldacci’s is fit with conspicuous, fairly brusque, backend tannins, it is not unduly coarse and its solid core of varietally
precise fruit is never pushed to the side and confidently governs
the wine from first sniff on through to a firm, particularly long
finish. Those used to drinking young Cabernets may not find it
too tough for drinking soon with a thick, well-marbled steak,
but we think that it is nowhere near as good now as it will be
when a half-dozen years of age have worked to round off its

41% Cabernet Sauvignon; 32% Merlot; 14% Syrah; 8% Petit
Verdot; 3% Malbec; 2% Cabernet Franc. We confess to doing a
bit of a double-take when finding out that this attractive, very
well-made blend was as affordable as it is, and it ranks among
the better values around. It is not a big and boisterous wine, but
it captures plenty of nicely defined red currant fruit with careful
accents of creamy oak, and its fine-grained tannins allow for early
drinking while providing the grip to guarantee four or five years
of successful aging.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $30.00
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remains to be seen, and we would check in on its progress once
a few more years have passed.
1 B I $90.00

* iu BLUE ROCK Alexander Valley 2018
5% Merlot; 4% Malbec; 2% Petit Verdot. Tipping a bit more to
ripeness than its maker’s Baby Blue blend, but still convincingly
focused on Cabernet from front to back, this moderately fullbodied, well-structured rendition is firmed by both acidity and
tannin and will take to cellaring nicely, yet it does not succumb
to challenging astringency even now, and its fruit stays central
throughout. Set it aside for three to five years, and, when wellcellared, it can be counted on to deliver tasty drinking for at least
as many more.
1 B A $49.00

** jn CORISON Sunbasket Vineyard St. Helena 2018
While the Corison stamp of elegance is in clear evidence here,
so, too, is marginally more substance and fruity heft than we
have come to expect from its maker, and, in all truth, we very
much like the result. Dark in color and favoring a mix of dark fruit
with glimmers of dark chocolate sitting quietly off to the side, the
wine is medium-full-bodied, and, if far from a muscular, tanninbound brute, it summons up plenty of varietal authority and is no
skinny wisp of a wine. Give it another four or five years on the
cork, and do not be at all surprised at how well it fares when
allowed to rest for ten.
1 B A $195.00

* iu CAROL SHELTON Rockpile Reserve Rockpile 2016
This intensely aromatic wine may edge to sweetness in its richly
oaked, vanilla-tinged nose of juicy, black and red berries but finds
that sweetness tempered by plenty of enlivening, slightly confining
acidity once in the mouth and winds up trading a bit of richness
for brightness. Its tannins are well-managed and impart no more
than a touch of lightly grippy astringency, just enough to argue
for a few years of age but not so much as to dissuade drinking
in the immediate term.
O B I $50.00

** jm CORISON St. Helena 2018
Light on muscle but long on style, the latest from Corison runs a
predictable course that should be familiar to all fans of the
winery. It aims successfully for finesse and steers well away from
the lavishly oaked, high-ripeness, blockbuster model favored by
a good many Cabernet makers. Look elsewhere if extravagance
and brute strength are what you seek, but this is a deliberate,
very carefully measured wine that hits the mark smartly as far as
keen varietal identity goes, and it capably proves that richness
and grace are not mutually exclusive. 1 B I $100.00

* it CLOUDS REST Égoïst Reserve 2016
Fountaingrove District. Though possessing a good sense of
concentrated fruit first on the nose and then again in the palate,
this very solidly and somewhat sinewy young Cabernet is not
wildly “fruity” in character and instead keys on its grape’s more
savory traits of sweet loamy earth and woodsy spice. Still on the
tight, slightly rigid side even if not overbearingly tannic, it needs
more time in which to relax and unfold, and, given the choice,
we would set it aside for no fewer than another three or four
years with every expectation that it will age effortlessly for two
and maybe three times as long.
O B A $75.00

* is COEUR DE VIGNE Rutherford 2017
Fairly pulled back with respect to forthcoming fruit and inclining
to Cabernet’s herbal traits but still fairly ripe and free of any
distracting greenness, this firmly balanced, medium-full-bodied
effort tightens up noticeably after a brief sensation of softness
on entry, and its comparatively compact flavors are more linear
than they are expansive. Cellaring will help, but just how much

** jm DAVIES Napa Valley 2018
14% Malbec; 2% Merlot. There may be more complex wines in
this review, and there are certainly more intense wines as well,

complex and it is impeccably crafted stuff that, while very solidly
structured and balanced to age famously for upwards of twenty
years, already shows the first gleanings of the beauty inherent in
genuinely great Cabernet.
1 B A $285.00

*** jq DIAMOND CREEK Red Rock Terrace 2018
Napa Valley. Leading with a very deep, Cabernet-specific nose
of currants and black cherries layered with notes of dark earth
and gently sweetened by a discreet measure of oak, the 2018
Red Rock Terrace is a supple, mouthfilling effort that musters a
great deal of varietal richness without throwing so much as a
sidelong glance in the direction of pushy ripeness. It moderately
tannic as is expected for a serious young Cabernet, but it already
exhibits the signs of certain suppleness to come, and, if presently
a wine more concerned with unbridled richness than finesse, it
is sure to show a more nuanced refinement without any sacrifice
of emphatic richness when the six to ten years that its ageworthy
structure commends have passed. 1 B A $285.00

*** jr DIAMOND CREEK Gravelly Meadow 2018
Napa Valley. The Cabernets of this producer invariably vie for
top honors among all those that come our way every vintage,
and, the only question we ever seem to have is which one will
ultimately take its place at the head of the class. This year, it is
the one from the winery’s Gravelly Meadow block, and the 2018
version is nothing short of a Napa Valley classic. It is deep, it is
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though a rush of back-palate tannins counters its slightly supple
beginnings, its adolescent astringency is no more than one should
expect from a wine of its age. Look to lay it away for upwards
of a half-dozen years, and know that it has what it takes to grow
into better for a full decade or more. 1 B A
$75.00

but not many of the bottlings tasted outpoint this tasty, open
and inviting wine for sheer drinkability over the next three to five
years. Its aromas are nicely fruited and tilt toward black currant
and olives with a rich background of caramelly oak, and those
attractions are repeated in the thoroughly enjoyable flavors. It
will certainly age well for a half-decade and more, but it will show
well now with steaks and chops.
1 B I $65.00

* jl EHRET Hillside Reserve Bavarian Lion Vineyards 2017
Knights Valley. This 100% varietal bottling will be preferred by
those who fancy Cabernet Sauvignons of emphatic ripeness over
its more affordable, non-reserve mate, but its very considerable
richness comes at the cost of a bit of noticeable finishing heat
that leaves us favoring the latter wine for its fruity clarity and
continuity. Both are quite good, each has the depth and tannic
structure to age into better with time, and choosing one over
the other is, in truth, a matter of style preference more than one
of inherent quality.
O B A $120.00

** jo DIAMOND CREEK Volcanic Hill Napa Valley 2018
By any standard, a very good and eminently collectable Cabernet
that clearly shows its Diamond Creek lineage, the Volcanic Hill
bottling is, in this outing and relative to its mates, a little more
obvious in its tannins and a tad less polished as a result. It wants
for nothing in the way of fruity substance and stuffing, and its
curranty varietal bona fides are as solid as solid can be. It is, as
are its two companions, a wine meant for the cellar rather than
one to drink anytime soon, and there is little doubt in our minds
that it will continue to evolve positively for ten to fifteen years
and very likely more.
1 B A $285.00

* iu EHRET Hillside Reserve Red Wine Knights Valley 2017
Bavarian Lion Vineyards. 74% Cabernet Sauvignon; 9% Petit
Verdot; 8% Merlot; 4.5% Cabernet Franc; 4.5% Malbec. Fully
ripe as are all of the wines in Ehret’s 2017 collection, the Hillside
Reserve Red Wine is a rich, somewhat tightly constructed effort
that is built for mid-term aging. It gives full voice to its dominant
percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon and edges to acidy firmness
while keeping tannin comfortably in check and allowing its juicy,
yet slightly tangy mix of currants, cherries and integral oak to
stay in play from beginning to end. O B I
$95.00

** jm DUTCHER CROSSING Cooney Reserve 2017
Alexander Valley. The richer and more outgoing of Dutcher
Crossing’s two Reserve Cabernets, this one from the Alexander
Valley ups the ante in deep, slightly juicy, mixed red and black
fruit and claims a good deal of loamy, oak-enriched complexity
to boot. It is weighty and well-structured with the pieces in place
to age famously, and, while sufficiently tannic to warn off drinking
before four or five years have passed, it is less bothered by the
acid-pushed astringency that marks its tighter, less-forthcoming
mate from the Dry Creek Valley.
1 B A $52.00

* iu EHRET Bella’s Bavarian Lion Vineyards 2017
Knights Valley. Very much in the family fold and a rich, nicely
filled Cabernet whose plentiful cassis and black plum fruit shows
an extra bit of ripeness, the 2017 Bella’s is a moderately fullbodied offering that, for the moment, tends a little too much to
back-palate raggedness with both fairly grabby tannins and a
streak of noticeable heat coming on at the end. Neither is cause
for great concern, but additional age is required if the wine is to
find the manners to match its richness, and we would argue
against hurried drinking and for another three to five years of
further cellaring instead.
O B A $60.00

* iu DUTCHER CROSSING Taylor Reserve 2017

iq ESTATE CELLARS Central Coast 2019

Dry Creek Valley. 18% Syrah. It leads with a solidly varietal nose
of cassis and sweet oak with hints of loamy earth peeking out
here and there, and its well-defined Cabernet flavors stay right
in step with its attractive aromatic beginnings, but, far more than
its maker’s Cooney Reserve bottling, this comparatively rigid wine
gives itself over to stiffening acidity that serves to accentuate its
back-end tannins to distraction. Time is on its side, but age is a
must, and we would recommend that even those with a high
tolerance to astringency allow for a minimum of five more years
of cellaring.
1 B A $52.00

10% Merlot; 10% Malbec. Leading with clean, but rather simple
aromas and following with like-minded flavors that speak clearly,
if quietly, of Cabernet, this straightforward middleweight makes
no pretense to complexity, yet, if inarguably a wine of limits, it is
affably balanced and works its way into varietal territory which,
at the price, is an achievement worth noting.
GOOD VALUE
$15.00
1 B D

ip ESTATE CELLARS Proprietary Red Blend 2019
Central Coast. 45% Cabernet Sauvignon; 25% Merlot; 15%
Malbec; 15% Petit Verdot. Hinting vaguely at red berries and
cherries but fairly light and amorphous with respect to Cabernet
fruit on the nose and similarly a wine that goes wanting for clear
fruity definition once in the mouth, this low-tannin blend flirts
with a suggestion of sweetness at one moment and a touch of
acidy sourness the next and winds up tasting all too much like
the inexpensive wine that it is.
$15.00
1 B D

* it FEATHER Columbia Valley 2018

** jm EHRET Bavarian Lion Vineyards Knights Valley 2017

By Long Shadows. Nominally ripe (stated alcohol of 14.5%), this
mid-depth wine adds in a touch of dried herb to its red fruitiness
in the nose and carries that mild green leaning into its flavors. It
is fairly full in weight but less than deeply stuffed and does come
with a sense of restraint. Still, it wants for a bit more center to
earn the high commendation that has so often been its standing
in these pages.
3 B I $70.00

75% Cabernet Sauvignon; 17% Cabernet Franc; 8% Petit Verdot.
From its concentrated aromas to its generously filled flavors, this
rich, nicely composed youngster impresses with its depth and its
incisive varietal focus, and, while not wanting in the least for
ripeness, it never once errs to excess and keeps its sight fixed on
very keen Cabernet fruit at every stop. It is full and fleshy, and
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yet six to eight – and, like any serious cellar-worthy Cabernet, it
will not only grow more supple and pliant with time but can be
counted on to build on its clear promise of increased complexity
as it does.
1 B A $175.00

** jm FRANK FAMILY Owner’s Blend Reserve 2018
Rutherford. 19% Cabernet Franc; 2% Petit Verdot; 2% Merlot.
Available only in a 1.5 liter bottling, the Owner’s Blend Reserve
is a deep and very generously filled, fully ripe, Cabernet-based
blend that teases with loads of succulent, cherry and blackcurrant
fruit from the very first sniff, and, while its well-extracted flavors
pick up right where its aromas let off, its initial tactile sensations
of roundness on entry are quickly checked by obvious, if entirely
appropriate, varietal tannins. Its finishing coarseness is not at all
out of line for the very young Cabernet that it is and will gradually
diminish with time, but age it must, and, given that wines in a
larger format are prone to develop more slowly, we would lay
this one away in a hard-to-reach corner of the cellar for a good
seven to ten years.1.5 liter bottle. O B A $400.00

* jl FORTUNATI Reserve Napa Valley 2018
10% Cabernet Franc; 10% Malbec. Inclining a bit more to fullthrottle ripeness than its non-reserve companion and a very rich
wine right from the start, this generously filled offering leads
with a voluminous nose of ripe currants and plums that is filled
out with a careful complement of sweet oak and touches of
loamy soil. On the palate, it is as full and ripe as predicted, and,
while its nominal varietal tannins impart good deal of finishing
grip, they do so without curtailing its ample and continuous fruit.
A little too tough to encourage near-term drinking with any but
the heartiest roasted meats, it is a wine best tagged for pouring
after four or five year have passed and will reward cellaring for
ten or more.
1 B A $135.00

** jm FRANK FAMILY RHF Rutherford 2018
Sweet, slightly caramelly oak is a conspicuous player here, but it
never gets ahead of the juicy, beautifully sustained, black cherryand currant-like fruit that runs this inviting young Cabernet’s
length. The wine is full and largely free of toughening tannins
but still possesses good, essential varietal grip. Despite being very
tasty and easily drinkable now, it will age on the strength of its
seamless structure and balanced composition and should start to
approach its polished peak without having to wait more than
four or five years.
1 B I $110.00

* jl FORTUNATI Napa Valley 2018
9% Cabernet Franc; 6% Malbec. Introduced by a well-defined,
distinctly curranty nose accented by a deft touch of oak and a
mocha-like note, this is a mannerly, nicely crafted Cabernet that,
while not as full and weighty as its pricier Reserve counterpart,
is a bit less driven by pushy ripeness. It is not without a good
spine of tannin and comes with the promise of at least a halfdozen years of positive growth, yet its overall impressions of
polish make it the more inviting of the pair for those who choose
to pour it in the shorter term.
1 B I $75.00

** jm FRANK FAMILY Reserve Calistoga 2018
It is not easy to choose from the trio of Frank Family Reserve
Cabernets as each is a very good, carefully crafted wine with its
own voice. Structured firmness stands out as a key trait in this
one from Calistoga, and, though not in the least bit deficient in
fruity substance and depth, neither is it a blustery wine that roars
from the glass. It is instead one of reserve and precision whose
power is of a more subtle sort, and the way it slowly but steadily
reveals a bit more layering and nuance with each successive sip
has us thinking that will get more and more complex up to and,
perhaps, beyond its tenth birthday. 1 B A
$95.00

** jm FRANK FAMILY Reserve Mt. Veeder 2018
Toughness and aggressive tannins are far from being requisite for
age, and, while this bottling suffers from neither, it is most
definitely structured to keep. Leading with savory, lightly dusty
aromas that show a nice bit of complexity while being centered
on explicit Cabernet fruit, it follows suit on the palate with rich,
long-lasting flavors that will only deepen with time. We like where
it is headed and are more than willing to wait for the four or five
years it needs to hit its full stride, but we see even better ahead
some seven to ten down the line. There is no reason to hurry
here.
1 B A $95.00

** jo FRANK FAMILY Patriarch Winston Hill Vyd. 2018
Rutherford. So rich and juicy off the top that its first aromatic
impressions suggest that this will be a wide-open wine that does
not come with great need of age, the 2018 Patriarch is, quite to
the contrary, a fairly weighty, solidly built Cabernet that most
definitely should be consigned to the cellar. It is deep, it shows
great fruity stamina and concentration, and it is exceptionally
well-filled, but its early teases of succulence give way to structure
and its tannic frame cannot be ignored. It is a seriously good
effort but it needs more than a few years of age to grow into its
imposing best, and, eight to ten years of risk-free forbearance is
what we would prescribe.
1 B A $225.00

* jl FRANK FAMILY Reserve Rutherford 2018
Not far removed in character from the Frank Family RHF offering
from the same appellation, the Rutherford Reserve bottling is
similarly a solidly fruited Cabernet that shows careful crafting
and fine integration in its mix of curranty fruit and complementary
oak as well as in its structural components. It is nominally tannic
but still fairly approachable now, especially if poured as a foil to
well-seasoned roasts and steaks, yet we expect it to gradually
show a bit more nuance and discreet layering over time and
anticipate that it will bloom into its best upon reaching its sixth
or seventh anniversary.
1 B I $95.00

** jn FRANK FAMILY Winston Hill Rutherford 2018
5% Cabernet Sauvignon; 3% Merlot; 3% Petit Verdot. Nicely
fixed on very pure, currant-like fruit and impressing with both its
depth and winemaking polish, the Winston Hill bottling is yet
another top-echelon Cabernet from the Frank Family and, in this
instance, is marginally firmer in construction than most of its
many siblings. It is not aggressively tannic, but its youthful
astringency prescribes at least three or four years of age – better
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* is KNIGHTS BRIDGE KB Estate Knights Valley 2017
Smelling of dusty black cherries with a lightly herbal, dried-leaf
overlay then pulling back in evident fruitiness as slightly peppery
tannins move to the fore on the palate, this wine fights with
enough pushy astringency as to be less-than-friendly stuff at the
moment, and, if certain to benefit from the smoothing that a
few more years of age should provide, it is not a Cabernet that
strikes us as having a sure chance of showing marked refinement
in time. Hold it for a bit and tag it for service with rustic braises
and roasts.
1 B A $60.00

* jl GLUNZ Reserve Paso Robles 2018
A good measure of complementary oak adds an extra bit of
richness and layering to what is already a very rich nose of ripe
currants, and the wine’s impressive aromatic mix is fully echoed
by the equally rich flavors that ensue. Fairly full in body and a
touch plush in feel to start, this solidly built effort firms as it
crosses the palate and finishes with the expected tannins of a
young Cabernet, but it is not unduly tough and its insistent, very
varietally specific fruit wins the day. In the current market, it is
nothing less than an out-and-out steal and promises to age
effortlessly and evolve nicely for another five to ten years.
GOOD VALUE
1 B A $38.00

ir LA HONDA Salinian Block Santa Cruz Mountains 2019
A little withdrawn in ripeness and a fairly subdued effort overall,
this cleanly made, medium-full-bodied, tannin-firmed wine is
one that shades a bit more to its grape’s savory side than to
rambunctious fruitiness yet still clearly says Cabernet, albeit with
a relatively restrained voice.
1 B I $38.00

* it LA STORIA Alexander Valley 2018
By Trentadue. 11% Malbec; 9% Merlot; 2% other. Geared to
juicy, slightly sweet-seeming fruit in both scent and taste, this
full-bodied, ripe-leaning wine smacks of dark cherries and cassis
with hints of raspberries off to the side. It is rounded in feel on
entry, and, if not entirely free of evident tannin, it is fairly easy to
access even now, and its slight catch of finishing heat does not
compromise its forthright appeal. 3 B I
$38.00

* it GLUNZ Paso Robles 2018
If not quite as rich or as complex as its same-vintage Reserve
counterpart from Glunz, this is a remarkably good Cabernet for
the money that gets it right in terms of richness, varietal precision
and structure. It tips to ripeness without tipping too far, its mix
of loamy soils, sweet oak and cassis is constant from first sniff to
finish, and, though not so tannic as to warn off drinking with a
well-marbled steak even now, it is sure to repay big dividends
with another half-decade of cellaring. It is a genuine bargain that
will come as a surprise to Cabernet lovers who have become
used to expecting far less from a wine of its price.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $25.00

* jl LAVA VINE ‘A’a Red Wine Blend Napa Valley 2017
26% Cabernet Sauvignon; 25% Petite Sirah; 19% Charbono;
16% Syrah; 11% Zinfandel; 3% Graciano. As might well be
expected given its unique cépage, Lava Vine’s ‘A’a proprietary
blend is a fairly complex mingling of varied fruits and spice with
highlights of black pepper to its mix of dark berries and currants.
Big but refined and nicely structured with well-integrated tannins
that do not interfere with its fruity expression, it is a fascinating
wine now but promises to show more polish and layering if laid
away for another four or five years. O B I
$95.00

* it GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley 2017
3% Merlot; 3% Petit Verdot; 2% Cabernet Franc. Though its
nicely fruited, deftly oaked nose of currants and dusty black
cherries makes for an inviting start here, this firmly balanced
youngster is fairly pulled back on the palate with tannin and
acidity presently hemming in its relatively tight and unevolved
flavors. It is a wine that favors structure over fruity opulence,
and it is one that very much calls for no less than another halfdecade of patience before pouring. 3 B A
$72.00

iq MERRY PRANKSTERS Santa Cruz Mountains 2020
By La Honda. This rather sparse and small-hearted wine is sparing
in varietal identity save for its tannic austerity. It succumbs too
quickly to puckery, palate-drying astringency without having put
up much in the way of a fruity fight, and, even if its tannins ease
some with time, the essential fruit to make aging worthwhile is
nowhere to be found.
1 B I $16.00

* is HAMILTON-BRANCH Alexander Valley 2018
Layered complexity may not be its strength, but this well-made
Cabernet conveys plenty of varietal honesty with nicely defined,
red and blackcurrant fruit and a bit of sweet oak as a bonus. It
is medium-full-bodied and slightly supple in feel with temperate
tannins for structure, and, in today’s Cabernet market, it earns
an appreciative nod for fine value.
GOOD VALUE
O B I $28.00

* it METAL BENDER Red Blend 2018
59% Napa Co.; 30% Sonoma Co.; 11% Santa Barbara Co.
By Stringer. 64% Cabernet Sauvignon; 25% Merlot; 11% Syrah.
Elsewhere in this issue, the Stringer family scores thrice with a
hat-trick of seriously good Cabernets, and, if this mixed-varietal
blend may not be as ambitious, it is a remarkably good wine for
the money. Its mildly woodsy, deftly oaked aromas of juicy ripe
cherries and berries are echoed in kind by its well-sustained, middensity flavors, and, while nicely balanced and just tannic
enough to suggest modest aging potential, it will make tasty
drinking with steaks and sundry roasted meats in the short term.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $24.00

iq MINTERO Napa Valley 2017

* jl J. DAVIES jd Diamond Mountain District 2018

5% Petite Sirah; 3% Petit Verdot. A bit high-toned and lacking
in fruity richness on the nose and similarly a wine that, on the
palate, goes wanting for the substance and depth expected in a
Cabernet Sauvignon of its price, this underfilled effort is truncated
by drying, unbuffered tannins now and shows little promise of
changing its basic stripes with age. 1 B I
$51.00

6% Malbec; 6% Petit Verdot. A solid, ripe Cabernet, it sports a
fair dollop of central, reasonably concentrated fruit without a lot
of extras at the margins. Despite some evident tannins, it is more
open than not, and, while cellaring is going to soften the finish,
this one will be wholly satisfying in its youth when partnered with
a juicy steak or rare roast of beef. 1 B I
$70.00
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decade, if not more, and, in the manner of its maker, reminds
that layering, detail and real depth are in no way dependent on
extravagant ripeness.
3 B A $65.00

* is RODNEY STRONG Alexander Valley 2018

* iu MIRO Reserve Pine Mountain Vineyard 2019

Here is a direct, moderately rich offering that, while not at all
flashy, shows well-stated varietal character in its mix of lightly
loamy, dark berry and black cherry fruit and firming, but notoverblown tannins. Notwithstanding the fact that its slightly
supple texture invites near-term enjoyment, it is structured to age
for a bit, and three or four years of cellaring should see it
through to peak drinkability.
3 B I $28.00

Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak. This nicely defined Cabernet
leads with fairly precise blackcurrant aromas that do not race to
high ripeness and are highlighted by temperate oak sweetness
and touches of red berries, and its well-formed, keenly focused
varietal flavors follow suit in that, while ripe, they are governed
first and foremost by defined fruit. Its integral tannins are, as its
age might well predict, fairly obvious at this point, yet the wine
displays fine fruity length, and, though we would recommend at
least a few years of forbearance, it can serve in the near term
with robust beef or lamb dishes.
O B I $48.00

ir RODNEY STRONG Sonoma County 2018
11% Merlot; 4% Zinfandel; 3% Cabernet Franc; 3% Malbec;
1% Petite Sirah. Although its varietal credentials are not quite
as convincing as those evinced by its Alexander Valley cellarmate,
this clean and affably balanced middleweight is fit with a fair
measure of likeable, ripe cherry fruit. It is just tannic enough to
remind that it is, in fact, Cabernet without making any demand
for additional age, and, while in no way suggesting that layered
complexity is in its future, it should hold up without drying and
letting go of its fruit for several years. 3 B I
$22.00

iq NINE HATS Columbia Valley 2018
17% Merlot; 6% Malbec. Unassuaged tannins ride roughshod
in this ripe and extracted, but patently unfriendly wine and serve
to blunt any clear expression of fruit. It has mass, but it is sparing
in essential juice to the degree that we find it hard to muster
much optimism that it will be anything other than tough and
surpassingly puckery regardless of age. 1 B I
$20.00

** jm RON NOBLE Sage Ridge Vineyard Napa Valley 2018
Nicely fruity in character whose insistent black cherry and curranty
qualities are buttressed by a careful and wholly complementary
dollop of sweet oak, this sleek, very well-polished offering lacks
for nothing in the way of varietal authority but aims for elegance
more than brute strength. It sports the tannic structure for age
while keeping pushy astringency in check and should reach what
will be its refined best when no more than another five or six
years have passed.
O B A $128.00

** jn PATLAND Select Barrel Reserve Napa Valley 2017
Wispy notes of root beer and cola sit just off to the side of this
very deep and cohesive Cabernet’s core of concentrated, cassislike fruit, and, though buttressed by no small amount of youthful,
slightly gruff tannins, that fruit simply refuses to give up its place
at center stage. For all of its fruity mass and extraction, the wine
is impressively balanced and teases with a sense of sophistication
even now, but this is one that has much more in store for any
Cabernet collector willing to exercise another half-dozen years of
patience.
O B A $200.00

* it SPOT DOG Napa Valley 2014
Showing a good deal of aromatic brightness for a Cabernet that
is approaching its seventh year after vintage with a touch of tart
cherry freshness to its ripe, mid-density nose, this medium-fullbodied effort starts out on the palate with a sensation of slightly
viscous plumpness then firms up and proves to be a bit leaner as
acidity accentuates its moderate tannins. Its initial impression of
succulence notwithstanding, we would opt for a few more years
of cellaring here.
1 B I $100.00

** jn PATLAND Proprietary Red Wine Napa Valley 2018
54% Cabernet Sauvignon; 22% Syrah; 14% Malbec; 10% Petit
Verdot. Though Cabernet Sauvignon accounts for but barely half
of this one’s varietal make-up, it is the indelible, cassis-like fruit of
Cabernet that governs the wine’s every step. Full and close to
juicy with nicely joined elements of cocoa, sweet oak, olives and
loamy earth lending it a good deal of complexity, it is firmed by
ample, yet relatively mannerly tannins that, if affording it with
the structure to age gracefully for years, will be easily overlooked
by Cabernet fans for whom waiting comes hard and are willing
to forgive a bit of astringency in what is otherwise a very rich and
satisfying red wine.
1 B I $75.00

* jl STEVEN KENT The Premier Livermore Valley 2018
This very successful producer of Livermore Valley wines scores
once again with this full-bodied, reasonably well-balanced, big
wine. Its aromas, while still a bit closed-in, smell of ripe currants
and notes of black cherry and rich loam in the background. It is
supple at entry and fairly mouthfilling in both flavor and texture,
yet, at the same time avoids the coarseness that can attend wines
of its size. Its concentration shows more clearly on the palate,
and the tannins that do extend into the finish call for nothing
more than a bit of cellaring.
O B I $125.00

** jn RIDGE Estate Monte Bello Vineyard 2018
Santa Cruz Mountains. 21% Merlot; 1% Petit Verdot. Never
flamboyant yet a keen and very concise offering that, after a
somewhat restrained aromatic start, unfolds in the glass to reveal
fresh, blackberry- and cherry-like fruit trimmed with deft touches
of dried herbs, woodsy spice and the tell-tale loamy notes of
classic Cabernet Sauvignon, this moderately full-bodied
youngster fits the well-structured Ridge model to a tee. Still a bit
tight on the palate, it is a wine destined to age famously for a

* it ST. FRANCIS Lagomarsino Vineyard 2018
Russian River Valley. Decidedly ripe without tipping to raisiny
excess and fairly well-defined as Cabernet with a light veneer of
savory spice and a touch of dark chocolate to its curranty fruit,
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this moderately full-bodied offering inclines to slight softness on
the palate and shows a bit less tannic grip than might reasonably
be expected in one of its age. A couple of years of further age
will allow it to round into its best shape, but those not bothered
by a bit of youthful astringency should find it a satisfying mate
to a juicy steak right now.
1 B I $68.00

that it might have a decent future a decade down the road, but
not today as tannin takes charge in its drying, decidedly puckery
finish. It falls into the category of high risk/high reward, and only
time will tell if it comes around.
O B A $110.00

ir THE SOLDIER Columbia Valley 2018
By King Estate. 75% Cabernet Sauvignon; 11% Merlot; 9%
Cabernet Franc; 5% Tempranillo. Its nominal tannins mark this
somewhat loosely defined wine as Cabernet Sauvignon as much
as anything else, yet it is clean, comfortably balanced, and those
tannins are reasonably well-buffered by likeable, dark berry fruit.
While sure to benefit from a bit of age, it does not fall victim to
toughness and will prove a useful partner to sundry grilled meats
without waiting.
3 B I $23.00

* is ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County 2018
8% Merlot; 5% other. Though its percentage of Merlot may not
be all that high, this wine shows a bent to black cherries and a
certain affable plumpness that very much recalls Merlot while
still smacking enough of cassis and olives to convince that it,
indeed, is Cabernet. It does not require age and is easy to taste
now thanks to its forward fruitiness and comparatively modest
tannins, but it is in no danger of drying and fading away soon
and will provide friendly drinking for several more years.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $22.00

* jl TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley 2018
11% Cabernet Franc; 2% other. There are not many wineries
in Northern California with such a long and distinguished history
of making quality wines at affordable prices as Truchard. And,
here is yet another successful effort. This one sports well-focused,
curranty aromas and flavors with a touch of richness for good
measure and is balanced and supple yet solid in texture. It will
support a bit of cellaring but does not demand it.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $40.00

** jo STRINGER Stagecoach Vineyard Napa Valley 2018
Very deep and impressively extracted with incisive Cabernet fruit
to spare, Stringer’s latest from the Stagecoach Vineyard is a fullscale rendition that, while very rich and big in impact, is very wellcrafted and maintains terrific varietal focus throughout. It is full
and fleshy and slightly supple in feel and its concentrated, very
continuous blackcurrant flavors hold its youthful varietal tannins
at bay. Although not a wine that forcefully demands another ten
years of waiting, it deserves to be laid away for no less than five,
and it has the structure to pay handsome dividends with a full
decade of patience.
O B A $85.00

** jm VŌ-KEL Luther Family Vineyards Coombsville 2018
Admittedly not a wine for every palate, but one to like if you are
not put off by the specter of elevated alcohol regardless of what
the rest of the wine offers, then this is a bottling and a producer
to keep in mind. Its aromas are layered, rich, filled with ripe and
inviting fruit of currants with hints of dried violets and rich oak
in support, and it makes an equally lovely and delicious statement
on the palate. Not surprisingly, it is mouthfilling in weight, but it
is also quite light on its feet for a wine of its girth, and at no
point do we find ourselves bothered by excessive ripeness. It is a
name to remember. Age it if you find it. O B A $225.00

** jn STRINGER Lupin Ridge Vineyard 2018
Moon Mountain District. If at first seeming fairly direct with
slightly juicy fruit in the lead on the nose, this very solidly built
youngster opens to reveal a good deal of layering and plenty of
defined Cabernet complexity with air, and, once in the mouth, it
ups the ante in terms of density, depth and fruity confidence. It
is still fairly tight and firmed by ample varietal tannins yet is in no
way crude or coarse, but it is a wine meant for the cellar and is
a serious effort with the structure and stamina to grow for a
good eight to ten years.
O B A $75.00

* jl V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2018
6% Merlot; 4% Cabernet Franc; 2% Malbec; 2% Petit Verdot.
Incisive, well-defined Cabernet fruit is the centerpiece here, and
this weighty, well-focused working is replete with nicely laid-on
oak and more subtle touches of black olives and clean earth that
strengthen its very sure varietal credentials. Full and moderately
tannic, it is presently more substantial than refined, but serious
Cabernet is rarely something that charms when as young as this
one is. It has the structure and fruity depth to make us convinced
believers in its future.
1 B A $55.00

* jl STRINGER Napa Valley 2018
Although clearly a Cabernet that is some five or six years away
from reaching its best, this wine is presently the most polished
and accessible of the three 2018 bottlings from Stringer. Its rich,
very precise aromas of currants and dark berries are laced with
complexing notes of loamy soils and sympathetic oak, and its
aromatic promise is equaled by its deep and continuous, keenly
focused flavors. Its nominal tannins may not be so aggressive as
to make for difficult near-term drinking, but, like any well-made
Cabernet Sauvignon, it will do nothing but improve with cellaring,
and each year of patience that one can muster is sure to bring
additional rewards.
1 B I $55.00

* jl WORK Lamya’s Calistoga 2018
Calistoga Cabernets are typically ripe and sturdy with plenty of
tannic grip, and, while this one lacks for nothing in the way of
fully ripe and outgoing, currant-like fruit with careful accents of
oak and loamy soil to the side, it keeps tannins nicely in check. It
is moderately full-bodied and already appealingly supple in feel,
and, though balanced to age comfortably for another six to ten
years, it is surprisingly easy to access in its youth and can be
enjoyed in the shorter term.
O B I $130.00

* is SULLIVAN Estate Rutherford 2018
10% Petit Verdot. In truth, this wine is a bit of a challenge. It
is simply too young and too tart to drink any time soon. That it
has distinctly varietal cherries and currants in its aromas suggests
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We have long held that Sauvignon Blanc does not get the full respect that it deserves,
and those produced by wineries such as Grieve Family, Merry Edwards, Lail and Shared
Notes, all of which appear in the notes below, are guaranteed to bring a change of heart
to those who question its status as a truly important variety. They rival fine Chardonnay
in complexity, structure and depth, but they speak with a distinctive and very different voice of their own and are as satisfying as any white wine
to be found. They admittedly do not come cheap, but just as significant is quality displayed by so many lesser-priced examples, and it would be
hard to argue against the idea, to which we have long adhered, that Sauvignon Blanc may well be the source of more outstanding values than any
of the so-called “noble” white wine varieties. Fully twenty-five percent of those appearing in this issue boast “Good Value” recommendation along
with their one-star ratings.

sobriquet, it is a refined and congenial wine whose many parts
are seamlessly joined in a polished, well-balanced whole, and
“dissonance” is not a word we choose to describe the carefully
crafted wine that it is.
GOOD VALUE
1 l I $20.00

* it ALMA DE CATTLEYA Sonoma County 2020
Fresh and bright with hints of dandelion greens for varietal focus,
this lively effort is fairly full in its early texture yet light on its feet
due to the buoyant acidity that keeps it zesty and vigorous across
the palate. A bit of a lemony edge creeps into the finish and
furthers the notion that this is one to enjoy alongside lighter pangrilled white fishes or fresh-shucked Kumamoto oysters.
GOOD VALUE
3 l I $22.00

* it BLUE ROCK Baby Blue Blanc Sonoma County 2020
96% Sauvignon Blanc; 3% Viognier; 1% Semillon. There is a
slightly sweeter cast to this one’s very inviting aromas of lightly
grassy melons and pears that is replayed in its near-succulent,
fruit flavors, but that sweetness is tempered by good acidity, and
the wine is never candied or at all sugary in tone. What it is is
insistently fruity and oh-so-easy to drink, and it will make a fine
foil to chicken dishes of all kinds, especially with those of a
slightly spicy Asian persuasion.
GOOD VALUE
$25.00
1 C D

* jl ARROW & BRANCH Stagecoach Vyd. Napa Valley 2020
Boasting good fruity volume with a marked streak of fresh herbs
on the nose, this very well-balanced, medium-bodied offering is
slightly less rich on the palate than its aromas otherwise predict,
but, rather than being a liability, its somewhat tempered palatal
ripeness and richness allows its flavors to show more intricacy and
a keen sense of minerally and mildly grassy varietal complexity.
It is an intriguing wine now, to be sure, but we see clear promise
of further refinement ahead and would have no qualms about
letting it rest for another few years. O l I
$42.00

* is BRANDBORG Umpqua Valley 2017
Having lost a bit of the freshness of youth, this moderately fruity
offering has settled into comfortable maturity. It pulls back in
ripeness but smacks of ripe pears and melons all the same with
a scant, but noticeable touch of herbs showing throughout its
length, and, after its briefly rounded palatal beginnings, it steadily
firms en route to a lingering finish that mixes minerals with a
light suggestion of lemon zest.
O l D $22.00

* is BANSHEE Sonoma County 2020
This moderately fruity offering inclines to the slightly riper, lessherbal end of the varietal spectrum while still showing a slight
smattering of grassiness. It is rounded in feel with a passing hint
of sweetness to its slightly juicy flavors, and, though its softer
balance and lack of stiffening angles and edges move it into the
category of easy drinking Sauvignon Blancs that do not demand
service with food, it will make a fine partner to sweet and spicy
Asian chicken salads as well as all sorts of lighter, warm-weather,
picnicky fare.
3 C D $22.00

* is BRANDER Los Olivos District 2020
A bit indeterminate in fruit and more minerally than juicy from
start to finish, this wine slowly reveals quiet suggestions of green
melons and lemons on the nose as its airs and then a bit more
yet on the palate while veering away from obvious grassiness
and herbs. Though it is not the most expressive and outgoing
Sauvignon Blanc around, it displays good, firm, food-worthy
structure and is balanced to work quite well at the table when
somewhat richer, fleshy fish preparations are on the menu.
GOOD VALUE
1 l I $20.00

iq CADRE Stone Blossom Edna Valley 2020

* iu BLACKBIRD Dissonance 2020

Albeit a crisp and refreshing, very well-balanced wine that hones
in on the very specific grass and fresh herbs that we very much
like in Sauvignon Blanc, this one is compromised by an intrusive,
matchsticky element that muddles its aromas and hangs on into
its finish. We tasted two different bottles and the verdict was the
same, and, though further time in the bottle might help, we are
not placing our bets that it will.
1 l D $28.00

50% Napa County; 50% Sonoma County. 81% Sauvignon
Blanc; 19% Semillon. Showing a nice sense of quiet complexity
rather than a wine that forcefully roars from the glass, the latest
Blackbird Dissonance is a trim and mannerly effort that teams
white melons and pears with hints of fresh flowers, minerals and
a soft suggestion of almonds. Contrary to its somewhat puzzling
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ir CASTORO Paso Robles 2020

** jm DRAGONETTE Grassini Family Vineyard 2019

15% Viognier; 8% Gewürztraminer. A few moments of air and
a good swirl in the glass are needed before this wine shakes off
its initial matchstick smells and allows scents of sweet citrus to
come forward. It is on the lighter side in body, and, while it could
do with a bit more fruit to counter its drift to back-end chalkiness,
it is not compromised by bitterness and will meet the needs of
those looking for a firmly balanced, mineral-inflected, white wine
to match up with simple fish dishes. 3 F D
$18.00

Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara. We would not argue with
those who favor this wine over its mate from the Grimm’s Bluff
Vineyard owing to its extra bit of ripeness and girth. It is definitely
a slightly bigger wine that recalls a weighty Chardonnay in its
texture and fullness, and, if a tad viscous, it wants not at all for
real vigor and energy. It is deep, it is flavorful and it is also a touch
hot at the end, but it more than makes up for that slight
indiscretion by being so very rich. It is too much wine to pair with
the likes of fresh oysters and will come into its own when
teamed with an intensely flavored bouillabaisse, richly sauced
poultry and even lighter pork recipes. O l I
$50.00

* jl DRAGONETTE Vogelzang Vineyard 2019
Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara. A richer and somewhat
riper look at Sauvignon Blanc than its lightly floral white peach
aromas first suggest, this moderately full-bodied wine shows
marked kinship with its sibling from the Grassini Family site, and,
while fairly well-balanced for one of its size and finishing with a
good sense of structural grip, it, too, shows a streak of slightly
coarsening heat. Its sins are minor and are wholly forgivable so
long as it is poured in tandem with richer foods – salmon in
sauce comes to mind – and a year or two of additional bottle age
will further smooth off its edges. O l I
$50.00

* jl CLOUDS REST Forbidden Dutton-Shop Block 2016
Green Valley of Russian River Valley. We happen to think that
well-made Sauvignon Blanc is a wine that will benefit from age,
and, while hardly an “old” wine in any way, this five-year-old
effort confirms our belief. Still fairly fresh and a touch blossomy
with a lively, lime-like aromatic bent, it is fuller and fleshier in feel
than anticipated in the mouth with layered, well-developed
flavors of ripe melons, lemons and wispy suggestions of stones.
It still sports good energy and is structured to go for while, but
it is involving now and capably shows off the kind of complexity
that can only come with time.
1 l D $30.00

* iu DRAGONETTE Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara 2020
As well might be expected from its more recent vintage, this wine
is a wee bit fresher than its year-older, single-site siblings, and, if
not quite as far-reaching as the latter, it still expresses Dragonette’s
signature richness in its delivery of juicy, well-ripened, slightly
tropical fruit. It does not demand hurried drinking, but we like
where it is now, and would be more than happy to pour it in
the near term while waiting for its deeper mates to grow into
their best.
1 l I $35.00

* is COURTNEY BENHAM Sonoma County 2020
Smells of citrus-tinged melons preside over any evident varietal
herbaceousness in the nose here, and, while the wine flirts with
a touch of juicy sweetness, it is nicely balanced with a light acidy
lift and picks up a touch of unexpected grassiness its lingering,
mid-density, similarly melony flavors. If not all that complex, it is
tasty stuff that does a good job at the price.
GOOD VALUE
$17.00
1 C D

* iu CYMBAL Columbia Valley 2020
By Long Shadows. Fresh grasses, suggestions of sweet herbs and
hints of pears give this one a mix of varietal pungency and a bit
of a perfumed edge in its aromas. It is medium-full in body and
slightly rounded at the front but firm and even a bit angular as
it finishes. It has the heft and the energy to make a fine mate to
grilled salmon or swordfish.
1 l I $35.00

* iu DRY CREEK VINEYARD Dry Creek Valley 2020
As reliable as ever and reminding once again that Dry Creek
Vineyard can be counted on to deliver Sauvignon Blancs that
stand out for their hard-to-beat value, this well-made example
starts out with a moderately deep nose of well-ripened melons
overlaid with subtle notes of herbs, citrus blossoms and a nearsubliminal touch of vanilla and follows with focused, nicely filled
flavors of the same. Those for whom pungent herbal extremes
are a requisite may want to look elsewhere, but, if they do, they
will be missing out on a very good, complete Sauvignon Blanc
that hits all of the right varietal bases without over-emphasizing
any one to the exclusion of another.
GOOD VALUE
3 l I $20.00

** jo DRAGONETTE Grimm’s Bluff Vineyard 2019
Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara. The Happy Canyon district
in the warmer east end of Santa Barbara County has proven a
most hospitable site for high-quality Sauvignon Blancs as those
from Dragonette Cellars prove once again. Of the winery’s several
outstanding 2019 offerings, this one earns the nod as our favorite
and is an especially rich effort that layers loads of deep and juicy
melon-like fruit with elements of fresh blossoms and a deft touch
of sweet oak. It is medium-full-bodied with beautifully integrated,
enlivening acidity that ensures upwards of a half-dozen years of
positive development, that is, if its inviting richness can, for the
moment, be overlooked.
O l I $50.00

* it DRY CREEK VINEYARD Fumé Blanc 2020
Sonoma County. If, perhaps, not quite as rich as its same-vintage
cellarmate reviewed just above, this lively, keenly fruity, mediumbodied bottling hits the varietal mark smartly in its mix of sweet
limes, minerals and judicious grassiness. It is delicious right now
yet is balanced to keep effortlessly for several years if its fruity
appeal can be resisted, and it, too, comes at a bargain-basement
price that belies just how good a wine it is.
GOOD VALUE
3 F D $16.00
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sweet lemons. Slightly fleshy in feel but very bright and buoyant
on the palate with sustained flavors that fully reflect the refined
richness of its nose, it is decidedly delectable now yet is balanced
to provide pleasures aplenty for no fewer than another five or six
years and most likely more.
1 l I $48.00

* jl EHRET Knights Valley 2020

* it HALL Napa Valley 2019

While avoiding excessive herbal pungency, the vibrant and fairly
intense aromas of Meyer lemons, sweet limes and lemongrass
that introduce this wine are solidly varietal and cannot be mistaken
for anything other than those of Sauvignon Blanc. The same holds
true for its equally bright and vivacious flavors where a wee hint
of melony sweetness comes into play and adds an extra soupçon
of richness, and, both in terms of its keen, continuous focus and
excellence balance, this one is sure to bring smiles to dyed-inthe-wool Sauvignon Blanc lovers that want far more than simple
fruitiness from their favorite wine.
GOOD VALUE
1 l I $35.00

Lemons, limes and a hint of fresh grass along with a subtle
suggestion of wet stones show in the mild and mannerly nose
of this squeaky clean Sauvignon Blanc, and all are reiterated
with bit more authority in the mid-density flavors that ensue.
There is a brief, slightly tingly touch of enlivening effervescence
on entry that brings a freshening lift to the wine, and, while it
is not about to fade into dryness any time soon, there is no need
for further waiting before enjoying this one with sundry fish and
lighter poultry dishes.
3 F D $28.00

* is HANNA Russian River Valley 2020

ip ESTATE CELLARS Central Coast 2020

With a fresh, fairly grassy nose that immediately and indelibly
marks it as Sauvignon Blanc, this lean and lively, very energetic
rendition keys on citrusy brightness rather than ripeness or overt
fruity richness. While perhaps a bit light and wiry for pairing with
richer, full-flavored foods, it is just the thing for pouring alongside
all sorts of shellfish from clams to cracked crab, and it will shine
as a palate-cleansing a foil to freshly shucked oysters.
GOOD VALUE
3 F I $19.00

Despite the fact that this wine possesses a decent measure of
simple, melon-like fruit, there is no getting past the matchsticky
element that gradually surfaces in this wine’s muddled nose and
is then reprised in its bitter-edged finish. There are good pieces
and some that are less-likeable at work here, but, in the end,
there are not enough of the former to earn this mixed-message
effort the nod of recommendation. 1 C
$15.00
D

* is HONIG 75% Napa County; 25% Lake County 2020

* it FERRARI-CARANO Fumé Blanc Sonoma County 2020

Sauvignon Blanc’s herbal traits are nowhere to be found in either
of this wine’s aromas or flavors and the focus in both is on mildly
stony, mineral-accented melons. A very clean, medium-bodied
offering that leans to firmness in structure and is finished with a
slight chalky grip, this one gets the nod for its cleanliness and
food-worthy balance rather than fruity largesse and layering and
will prove a versatile foil to all sorts of somewhat lighter, seafood
and chicken entrees.
3 l D $20.00

Very much geared to outgoing, slightly juicy fruit right from the
first with a nose of yellow peaches graced by wispy notes of
fresh grass and following suit in its fairly intense, continuously
fruity flavors, this is a refreshing, yet flavorful, very well-made
offering that is a both pleasure to drink on its own and balanced
to pair effortlessly with a wide range of foods running from
seafood to chicken. We have often pointed to wines made from
Sauvignon Blanc as a source of excellent values, and this widely
available version drives home just that point.
GOOD VALUE
$15.00
3 C D

* iu J. BUCHER Bucher Vineyard Russian River Valley 2020
Lightly grassy and somewhat melony in character, this wine has
a more rounded early feel than many of its varietal mates, yet it
does hang on to a lively, energetic stance owing to its underlying
acidity. Its balance also helps it overcome a bit of heat in the finish
and allows the wine to serve well with richer seafoods like Crab
Newburg in puff pastry.
O l I $35.00

* is J. LOHR Flume Crossing Arroyo Seco 2020
Here is a distinctly varietal Sauvignon Blanc that favors its grape’s
grassy and herbal traits without getting pungent and balances its
“greener” qualities against nicely measured, sweet-lemon
fruitiness. Medium-bodied and comfortably balanced, it is firm
enough to work handily with food but not so much so that it
cannot be enjoyably sipped as a warm-weather refresher without,
and, as was the case with both of the winery’s 2018 and 2019
Flume Crossing editions, it is a very well-made Sauvignon Blanc
that is hard to beat at the price.
GOOD VALUE
3 F D $14.00

** jp GRIEVE Family Estate Napa Valley 2018
While we confess to a bit of sticker shock when first seeing its
price, this is an amazingly deep and sophisticated rendition of
Sauvignon Blanc that is as expressive and well-crafted as they
come. It seamlessly melds fresh melons, white peaches and a
deft measure of creamy oak in a wine that displays power, poise
and remarkable finesse all at once and shows more layering and
range with each successive sniff and sip. It is moderately fullbodied yet always light on its feet, and it sports the impeccable
balance and vitality of a wine that, though very impressive now,
is certain to age famously for a good many more years. It may be
expensive, but it does not disappoint. O l I
$90.00

* is KNIGHTS BRIDGE KB Estate Knights Valley 2020
Fairly clear-cut in its varietal statement with elements of fresh
herbs and a hint of flowers working in consort with its mildly
melon- and pear-like fruit, this ripe and rounded, medium-bodied
offering is, at first, slightly viscous in feel then firms up nicely in
its progression to a lingering, faintly grapefruity finish. While a
scant suggestion of coarsening heat shows up at the very end, it
is only noticeable when the wine is quaffed on its own and not
at all when it is enjoyed with food. O l I
$30.00

** jm GRIEVE Double Eagle Napa Valley 2019
Yet another top-echelon Sauvignon Blanc from Grieve, the 2019
Double Eagle is a lovely, deeply fruited offering that shows an
especially careful winemaking hand. It hints distantly at fresh
herbs while steering away from overt grassiness and shows a
touch of flowery perfume to its aromas of white melons and
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bit of late-to-arrive heat does makes an appearance, it will go
unnoticed when the wine is poured, as it seems intended to be,
with richly flavored dishes.
1 l I $48.00

** jo LAIL Blueprint Napa Valley 2020
Among the many high-pointed Sauvignon Blancs in this Issue,
the Lail Blueprint is, to our palates, the most polished, classically
crafted of a very good lot. Its refined aromas and flavors are both
subtle on the one hand and very much on point in a complex
manner on the other. It does not miss a beat varietally yet it also
does not scream it out, and its richness is always an important
adjunct without taking center stage. There is plenty of energy to
the wine, and it seems poised for many years of rewarding
growth and increased sophistication. 1 l I
$50.00

* is RAM’S GATE Carneros 2020
There is a chance that this wine gets better over time, but for the
present, it is tight and somewhat chalky in feel with an extra bit
of finishing coarseness. Withal, it is varietal in orientation and
has crisp melon and grassy notes that should come into their own
with bottle age. We would put it away for three to five years in
anticipation of that happy day.
1 l A $38.00

iq McCAY Lodi 2020
A bit of green-tea vegetation wins out over very subdued fruit in
the nose here and maintains its lead in this one’s flavors as well.
If clearly varietal, the wine is less than complete, and its fruity
shortfalls become more evident yet in its slightly chalky, citrusrind finish.
1 l D $24.00

** jn SHARED NOTES Les pierres qui decident 2020
Russian River Valley. If you happen to share our love of cellaraged Sauvignon Blancs, this may be the wine for you. It is not in
the least ready to drink by our lights yet has both clear varietal
focus and a wealth of still-nascent fruit at its heart. And its aging
potential is further driven by some of the highest levels of acidity
seen in Sauvignon Blanc of its quality. Indeed, there will be many
who decry its grapefruity aspects and suggest you look elsewhere,
and we would agree that this wine is not for all palates. But, for
those who are willing to wait five or more years for a lovely wine
that will always be on the crisp side, this may be the right one.
It does, however, ask your forbearance. O l A
$65.00

** jo MERRY EDWARDS Russian River Valley 2019
This oh-so tasty rendition is both deep and layered, and while it
does show grassy varietal influences, it also comes with unusual
richness both from the grapes as well as from a streak of toasty
oak. Full on the palate and yet not at all heavy, this well-stuffed
bottling is balanced in all its pieces, if a bit weightier than most
of its peers. Long, structured and inviting now, it will hold up well
in the bottle for the next few years. 3 l I
$45.00

** jm SHARED NOTES Les leçons des maîtres 2020
Russian River Valley. 28% Semillon. The lessons of the masters
have perhaps taught the producer that not all Sauvignon Blancs
need to show searing acidity, and this wine, while clearly gifted
with its own noticeable tartness, is just enough more rounded
and open as to provide a choice to fans of the winery. It also
sports a hint of a perfumed note amidst its fresh grass character
and starts with a bit of suppleness on the palate before firming
up in the latter going.
O l I $65.00

* it MORGAN Arroyo Seco 2019
Though not an intense, full-volume Sauvignon Blanc, this lively
effort displays a fine sense of melony fruit and firms up its varietal
identity with a graceful touch of herbaceousness. It is balanced
to crispness, but its mouthwatering acidity in no way limits its
sustained expression of juicy fruit, and, if a thoroughly enjoyable,
very satisfying wine now, it promises to hold up for several more
years without any loss of brightness and bounce.
GOOD VALUE
1 l D $18.00

* it SPICY VINES Late Harvest 2020
Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak. Its 8.9% residual sugar may
consign this succulent, late-harvest wine to dessert service, but it
is more than a simple expression of sweetness. Never heavy or in
the least cloying thanks to its fine acid balance, it sports lots of
very persistent, well-defined fruit that suggests juicy white
peaches at one moment and ripe melons the next with wispy
touches of honey peeking out here and there, and it will partner
particularly well with fruity, meal-ending courses now and for
the next three or four years.
$35.00
O d D

iq OPR California 2020
By Trentadue. Lightly fruity and lightly grassy with muted notes
of green pears and sweet lemons showing with some reluctance
first in the nose and then again in its slender, slightly thin flavors,
this clean and crisply balanced wine is relatively low in alcohol
and light in body, and it speaks in a fairly hushed varietal voice.
Tag it for drinking with milder, rather than richer, fare before
much time has passed.
1 F D $18.00

* is SPICY VINES Pine Mountain Vineyards 2020

* iu PATLAND Napa Valley 2017

Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak. Lightly grassy but in the main
a Sauvignon Blanc that emphasizes bright, green melon fruit first
with a wee touch of juicy sweetness showing in its mineraltinged flavors, this clean and continuous offering is a varietally
specific look at the grape that is both tasty now and balanced to
hold nicely for several more years. O l D
$29.00

A marked departure from the lighter and leaner style favored by
many makers of Sauvignon Blanc, Patland’s is a rich and fairly
weighty version that emphasizes fully ripe, somewhat tropical
fruit set against a creamy complement of oak. It is big and broad
in flavor and feel with good acidity for balance, and, though a
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nose of this affably balanced middleweight, and, if never intensely
fruity and just a tad stony to finish, the wine manages to keep a
modicum of fruit in frame from front to back and is, withal, a
fairly priced, easy drinking effort that will match up nicely with
fleshy fish and lighter chicken recipes. 3 l D
$17.00

ir SPICY VINES Sunnydaze 2020
Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak. Geared more to ripeness
than its year-older mate, Spicy Vine’s 2020 Sunnydaze Sauvignon
Blanc steers to sweet lemons and slightly tropical fruit with nary
a hint of varietal grassiness, and its riper inflection comes with a
bit of noticeable heat that makes a strong case for drinking with
dishes that run to richness rather than those of a lighter, more
delicate bent.
O l D $29.00

ir SPICY VINES Sunnydaze Dry Creek Valley 2019

* is V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2020

Fresh and fairly mild-mannered in all things but its lively acidity,
this firmly balanced Sauvignon Blanc flirts quietly with a touch of
herbs but, in the main, smells and tastes of lightly lemony fruit.
It is bright and brisk and clean as can be, and, whereas its
maker’s 2020 Sunnydaze incarnation is on the fuller and riper
side, this one is lighter and leaner in a style well-suited for washing
down oysters on the half-shell.
O l D $28.00

Redolent of fresh, well-ripened pears on first nosing then taking
on notes of sweet lemons and blossoms and largely free of any
evident grassiness, this riper-leaning rendition of Sauvignon Blanc
goes for richness in the mouth with a bit of early sweetness giving
way to slightly chalky firmness and a touch of late-to-arrive heat.
If, for the nonce, a little uneven in its palatal progression, a brief
stay in the bottle should allow it to more finely knit together, and,
though it is fairly tasty now, we would opt for another twelve
months of age.
1 l I $29.00

ir ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County 2020
Subtle accents of herbs show in the mildly melony, mid-density

Last month, we tasted our ways through a collection of Rosés made from red Rhône varieties and Zinfandel,
and, in this issue, those crafted from other grapes get their time in the spotlight. Rosé's phenomenal rise in
popularity in recent years has meant that there are examples to be had that are made from most any red variety, and, along with the proliferation of pinks, there has been an increase in genuinely interesting versions
that stand well apart from those simple offerings that are just as easy to forget as they are easy to quaff.

than most. We like its slightly heftier, more-extracted style, but
it is still a Rosé and does not try to be a light red, but it does
come with an extra bit of very lightly tannic grip, and its ripeness
is confirmed by a touch of finishing heat, but this is not a wine
designed to be a lightweight quaffer, and neither will be an issue
when it is matched up with richer foods as clearly seems intended
by its maker.
1 L I $32.00

* it ACROBAT Oregon 2019
This very happy marriage of Oregon’s two signature varieties,
Pinot Noir and Pinot Gris, is a lively, neatly balanced, mid-sized
Rosé that makes no pretense to complexity, but it keeps keen
and concise, very continuous, red berry fruit in its sights from
beginning to end. It is a far better wine than its asking price
might suggest, and it is the kind of Rosé we would reach for on
most any occasion when pink seems the right wine, be it picnics
or alfresco luncheons or when rising temperatures need remedy
by way of something vinous and dry and refreshingly fruity.
GOOD VALUE
$15.00
3 L D

ir BERNARDUS Pinot Noir Rosé Santa Lucia Highlands 2019
On the shy side with regard to readily identifiable Pinot Noir fruit
in its clean, rather understated aromas yet mustering a little more
clear-cut varietal personality and fruity weight once in the mouth,
the 2019 Bernardus Rosé may not be on the fade, but neither is
it a bright and lively wine, and we would recommend that it be
enjoyed within the next year before its loosening grasp on fruity
vitality wholly lets go.
1 L D $28.00

iq BANSHEE Mendocino County 2019
48% Sangiovese; 25% Grenache; 16% Syrah; 8% Barbera; 3%
Zinfandel. Vaguely suggestive of berries but a bit low on freshness
and life in the nose, this mid-sized Rosé follows suit once in the
mouth. It is clean and reasonably well-balanced, yet, even though
a streak of tangy acidity crops up at the finish it never finds quite
enough fruity life and conviction to find a place on our roster of
recommended Rosés.
3 L D $22.00

* it BLACKBIRD Arriviste Napa Valley 2020
36% Cabernet Sauvignon; 28% Merlot; 14% Syrah; 12% Petit
Verdot; 7% Cabernet Sauvignon; 3% Zinfandel. This is a Rosé
that is structured more in line with a wine designed to accompany
food than one designed for unceremonious gulping and is, withal,
a bit more substantial example of the genre. Free of any evident
sweetness with elements of berries, cherries and a light touch of
tangerines in both scent and taste, it finishes with a bit more
vinous grip than its lighter, easier-to-quaff cousins, and is balanced
to keep nicely for several years.
GOOD VALUE
1 L I $20.00

* it BENOVIA Rosé of Pinot Noir Russian River Valley 2020

il CABANA Rosé of Sangiovese California 2018

From a noted producer of very fine Russian River Valley Pinot
Noirs, this is a Rosé that is richer and riper and reaches a bit further

Its high-toned aromas of sour plums make for a shaky start, and,
although it may not be quite as sharp and sour as anticipated
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on the palate, this edgy and angular, decidedly hollow wine never
finds the saving grace of positive fruit. There are far better Rosés
to be had.
1 l D $20.00

D

ir CALSTAR Rosé of Pinot Meunier 2019
Russian River Valley. A wispy note of dried herbs sits just off to
the side of this faintly sweet and softly balanced, cherry-pink
Rosé’s mix of watermelon- and berry-like fruit. The wine is on the
fuller side in body and runs to chalky firmness following its
slightly viscous palatal start. It would benefit from a little more
brightness but has a good sense of fruity mass and is a wine
whose best use is at the table as a foil to somewhat weightier
foods such as pork medallions in sauce. O l D
$20.00

pastas and dishes that feature milder, not too heavily seasoned
chicken sausages.
O l D $22.00

ip DUE VIGNE Rosato El Dorado County 2019
66% Barbera; 34% Syrah. Fairly dark in color and just short of a
red wine in appearance, this wine opens with an intense, but
close to non-vinous nose that, more than anything else, smacks
of grape candy. While it is on the fuller side in body and not at
all sweet on the palate, its acid-edged flavors are fairly washed
out and come up short on positive fruit. O L D
$38.00

* is DUTTON GOLDFIELD Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020
North Coast. Very clearly Pinot Noir in conviction and showing
a fair bit of richness, Dutton Goldfield’s 2020 version is a little
fuller than some but is still very much a Rosé and is not a wine
that might be mistaken for a lighter red. Slightly viscous to start
but firmed up by mid-palate and then close to tangy at the end,
it is arguably just a touch too coarse to readily fill the bill as a
poolside quaff but, rather, is a pink that will show at its best when
enjoyed with food.
O L D $30.00

* it CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Rosato di Pinot Noir 2020
Cresta d’Oro Vineyard Green Valley of Russian River Valley.
Smelling of sweet, slightly tangy cherries and raspberries and
reprising a touch of sweetness in taste, yet never once seeming
at all candied thanks to its wonderfully well-integrated acidity,
this gregarious, very buoyant, spotlessly clean Rosé is one that is
balanced to work famously with food even if its engaging juiciness
makes for a genial glass between meals. Its vitality ensures that
it will easily keep for a few years, but it is so appealing right now
as to beg the question of why wait. 1 C
$35.00
D

* is CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Gioia California 2019
Rosato di Sangiovese. Its light, cherry-red color very correctly
suggests that this may well be a Rosé with a little more substance
and palatal weight. Its ripe-leaning aromas and flavors of spiced
cherries clearly evoke Sangiovese, and, although the noticeable
presence of slight residual sugar comes as a bit of a surprise, it
merely accents this wine’s juicier nature without pushing it toward
mawkishness, and there is enough sustained fruity richness in
play to commend this one to service with lighter pork and veal
preparations.
1 L D $30.00

* it FERRARI-CARANO Dry Rosé Sonoma County 2020
Comprised largely of Sangiovese and Grenache, Ferrari-Carano’s
Dry Rosé is a fruit-driven pink that smacks of mixed berries set
before a refreshing touch of sweet limes. It is medium-bodied
and very well-balanced with a seamlessly fit complement of
temperate acidity that keeps it lively throughout but stops short
of imparting too much tartness, and it will do double duty as
both a fruity, thirst-quenching refresher and as a tasty mate to a
wide range of lighter, yet flavorful, fried foods running from crab
cakes to such Japanese classics as Tonkatsu and Karaage.
GOOD VALUE
3 L D $18.00

* iu CUTRUZZOLA Rosé of Pinot Noir Riven Rock Vyd. 2020
San Obispo County. Quite pale in color and starting out with
a slightly sweet and likeably fruity nose of lightly spiced berries
and plums, this is a nicely ripened, medium-bodied Rosé that
shows a little more richness and depth on the palate. While every
bit as fruity as its aromas predict, it is perfectly dry in taste with
plenty of bounce in its step and a wispy bit of back-end vinous
grip that, if not warning off solo sipping, makes it a first-rate
choice for mealtime use.
$35.00
O L D

* it FLEUR Pinot Noir Rosé Sonoma Coast 2020
Distinctly varietal, cherry-like fruit is the abiding message of this
slightly, somewhat fuller Rosé, and the wine’s very steady fruity
presence is free of any extraneous sweetness, real or implied.
Not in the least ragged or coarse, it is, for us, nonetheless a wine
that, owing to its structure, should be reserved for drinking with
food, and, if not too robust for pairing with salmon, neither is it
too light to succeed handily with savory pork dishes. It is a good,
meal-worthy Rosé that comes at a more-than-fair price.
GOOD VALUE
1 L I $19.00

ir DANE Lazy Dog Vineyard Sonoma Valley 2020
A small-lot bottling made entirely from Malbec, this is a dry Rosé
that steps back from overt juiciness, and its strength lies in its
structured firmness as much as anything else. That said, it does
convey a bit of tart berry and plum fruit before ending on a slightly
stony note, but this is a wine better tagged for mealtime use
than for afternoon gulping.
O l I $26.00

* is JULIA’S DAZZLE Pinot Gris Rosé Columbia Valley 2020
Yes, Pinot Gris can show a touch of color even though calling
this one “pink” is a bit of a stretch, and, while this fairly lightbodied wine is neither wildly fruity nor notably rich, what it does
have in its favor is brightness and very fine balance. Treat it as
you would a lively, lightly minerally, dry-finished Riesling when
mealtime comes around, especially if the menu includes lighter
fish dishes featuring the likes of Dover sole or rainbow trout.
GOOD VALUE
3 F D $18.00

* is DASHE Dry Rosé of Barbera Heringer Vineyards 2020
Clarksburg. A little constrained relative to juiciness and definitely
on the dry side without getting austere, the Dashe Rosé of Barbera
sports the firming acidity of its grape. It is continuously fruity with
a bent to not-quite-fully-ripe strawberries and cherries, and its
very lively demeanor affords it fine affinity to rich and creamy
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medium-bodied Rosé counts good density and structure, but the
nagging suggestion of matchstick in its nose is carried forward just
enough in its flavors to suppress its full expression of fruit and
never quite wholly fades from view. O L D
$20.00

* is McGRAIL Kylie Ryan Livermore Valley 2020

* it KING ESTATE Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020

This cherry-hued Rosé is made mostly from Merlot and Malbec
with smaller amounts of Grenache Blanc and Sauvignon Blanc in
its varietal mix, and, if calling it complex might be a bit of an
overstatement, it pivots away from candied simplicity and sports
an intriguing minerally twist to its slightly concentrated, berrylike fruit. It is medium-bodied and fairly firm in feel, and, though
it is arguably a bit too much wine for teaming with delicate finger
foods, it will stand in quite nicely with an Asian-inspired, sweet
and spicy chicken salad.
$25.00
1 L D

Willamette Valley. Those in search of a slightly softer, lightly
sweet Pinot Noir Rosé that is affably fruity and very easy to drink
need look no further than King Estate’s 2020 offering. It is a wellmade, neatly polished version that is true to its varietal origins,
and it boasts fine staying power. It gets the nod for crafting rather
than drama and depth, and its gentle juiciness will complement
chicken dishes of all kinds.
GOOD VALUE
1 C D $20.00

* it KNUDSEN Dundee Hills 2020
This bright and comparatively juicy blend of Chardonnay and
Pinot Noir aligns red berries, a suggestion of sweet oranges and
roses and a subtle streak of minerals in its nicely composed, lightly
fruity aromas and does so again in its dry, continuously fruity
flavors. It is enlivened by a tangy touch of citrusy acidity without
seeming at all tart, but its clear disposition to structured firmness
points the way more to mealtime service with lighter foods than
to unaccompanied solo sipping.
O l I $30.00

ir MONTE VOLPE Sangiovese Rosato 2020

ir LAWER Rosé of Pinot Noir Knights Valley 2019

90% Pinot Noir; 10% Carignane. A Rosé of substance if not one
that shows a lot of outgoing fruit or distinct Pinot Noir character,
Pellegrini’s is a slightly fuller-bodied working that is rounded in
feel and balanced to slight softness in a way that makes it very
easy to gulp. We would not pick it to pair with dishes wanting a
wine of high acid, and, if poured with a meal, chicken dishes
would be a good fit.
O L D $30.00

Mendocino County. By Graziano. 7% Carignane. Drawn along
leaner, high-acid lines, this racy take on Rosé is lightly floral in
scent with wispy notes of sour cherries and plum and is stiffened
by grapefruity tartness on the palate. It is cleansing, close-to-wiry
stuff, and its enjoyment ultimately depends on just how much
acidity one likes.
$15.00
1 F D

ir PELLEGRINI Russian River Valley 2019

Slightly brassy in color with but a bare hint of pink to suggest
that it was made from a red variety, this wine is fairly subdued
with respect to fruit, first on the nose, and its flavors are similarly
sparing in fruity energy. It is a bit low in acidity and derives its
sense of structure by way of a bit of underlying astringency that
could lessen with time, but its fundamental softness argues for
drinking sooner than later.
O L D $38.00

* it RODNEY STRONG Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020

* jl LUCY Santa Lucia Highlands 2020

Russian River Valley. It is easy to spot Pinot Noir here right from
this one’s first smell of fresh cherries, and, while conveying a nice
sense of juicy fruit from start to finish, the wine is bright and lively
and never comes off as being candied or confected in character.
Its bent to balancing crispness makes it an enticing choice for
pairing with milder foods, but it is equally appealing as a standalone refresher that is perfect for taking the edge off of late
summer heat.
$25.00
3 l D

Discerning fans of fine Pinot Noir are well aware of the stellar,
eminently collectable offerings from Monterey County’s Pisoni
family, but they may not know that the Pisonis make a limited
amount of lovely Rosé under the Lucy label. They most definitely
should. This latest edition from the 2020 vintage is cast in the
delicate, yet very characterful model that typifies Lucys of the
past, and, while rife with bright and juicy, cherry and cranberry
fruit, it is wonderfully nimble and light on its feet. It is the rare
Rosé that is as sophisticated as it is irrepressibly quaffable and is
an absolute bargain that is well worth seeking out.
GOOD VALUE
1 L D $19.00

iq ROTH Reserve Rosé of Malbec Russian River Valley 2020
Here is a wine that begs the question of whether any and all red
grapes are conducive to making fine Rosé, for, if they certainly
can be vinified into such, they do not necessarily contribute the
life and fruity distinction that elevates better pinks. Malbec is the
choice here, and, while the wine is modestly fruity, it is also a bit
soft, low in energy and lacking in interest. It is clean, and it is
easy enough to drink, but, when all is said and done, it does little
to suggest that Malbec might become an important variety in
the Rosé universe.
O L D $30.00

* it MARIMAR Rosaleda Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020
Doña Margarita Vineyard Sonoma Coast. Marimar’s Rosés
are typically wines that show an extra bit of richness and fruity
weight and, in this outing, the latest meets expectations. It is ripe
and medium-bodied with a fair bit of vinous grip to its dry,
distinctly cherry-like, Pinot Noir flavors, and, though it does not
run afoul of astringency and is easy enough to drink on its own,
it is a Rosé with a little more to it and is balanced to succeed quite
nicely with slightly richer foods.
O L I $32.00

* it SAINT GREGORY Pinot Noir Rosé 2020
Mendocino County. This zesty, high-acid pink wine shows little
evidence that it was fermented and aged in oak as it, in fact, was
save for a slight bit of tactile richness, and it keys on fresh,
strawberry-like fruit with a note of tangerines and watermelon

iq MARIN WATER Pinot Noir Rosé Marin County 2019
By Pey-Marin. On the positive side of its ledger, this dry-finished,
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joining in. As likeable as its fruity focus may be, it is its vitality and
energy and excellent balance that allows it to stand out from the
crowd, and it will make a splendid, palate-cleansing partner to
chilled poached salmon served with a creamy dill and cucumber
sauce over the coming couple of years. And, do not be mislead
by its modest price, for this is a very good Rosé.
GOOD VALUE
O l I $15.00

* iu STRINGER Babbling Brook Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020

* it SCHEID Pinot Noir Rosé Monterey 2019

Alder Springs Vineyard Mendocino County. As Rosés go,
Stringer’s 2020 Babbling Brook is a bit more serious effort that
is both comparatively deep in its defined Pinot fruit and very
well-balanced. It is slightly fleshy in feel and dry to the taste yet
boasts a good sense of juicy, fresh cherry fruit from start to finish
and takes on a nice bit of complexity by way of a lightly spicy
component, while its seamlessly fit acidity contributes plenty of
life and length. All this and a very reasonable price makes it a
winning Rosé well worth seeking out whatever extra search its
finding is likely to require.
GOOD VALUE
O L I $24.00

Here is a Rosé that goes big on fruit with flavors and smells of
macerated strawberries and cherries. It is medium-full-bodied
with a good sense of vinous grip, and, though its food-worthy
structure invites enjoyment with meals, it stays well clear of any
wayward astringency and is a satisfying effort with a good, very
clear Pinot Noir voice and the textural roundness to make for
very agreeable drinking all on its own.
GOOD VALUE
1 L D $22.00

* is SOKOL BLOSSER Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020
Willamette Valley. A bit darker than many with a reddish pink
hue, this Rosé keys on mineral-accented cherries and plums in
its mid-density nose and follows suit on the palate. A mediumbodied effort that is firmer than rounded in feel, and, if there
will be those who might niggle over its slight edge of late-toarrive astringency, it is, to us, no liability at all and gives it the
vinous structure we look for in a Rosé that will find a comfortable
place at the dinner table.
3 L I $25.00

* is THE GREAT OREGON WINE CO. Rosé of Pinot Noir 2019
Coles Valley Vineyard Umpqua Valley. Appearances can be
deceiving as this Pinot Noir Rosé proves, for it shows a bit more
fruity density and depth than its pale pink color might suggest,
and it does so while being bright and balanced by well-integrated
acidity that offsets its slight touch of sweetness. It is on the light
side of medium-bodied, and, neither in aromas or taste does it
ever once waver in its continuous, spot-on expression of varietally
specific, cherry-like fruit.
1 l D $26.00

* is SONOMA-CUTRER Rosé of Pinot Noir 2020
Russian River Valley. Checking in at just under 12% alcohol,
this light and lithe Rosé is defined by its freshness more than
fruity richness. Its slightly stony, first aromas take on a note of
cherries with air that is reiterated with a little more certainly in its
somewhat narrow, but vital, long-lasting flavors. It is a wine of
lesser impact, yet it succeeds in its lighter style and will fit in quite
nicely with most any dish that asks for the company of a lively,
delicately fruited white wine.
$25.00
1 l D

* it THE HIDDEN GALLERY Napa Valley 2018
By Patland. 52% Tempranillo; 48% Syrah. This, as the saying
goes, is a horse of an entirely different color and is among the
more weighty and substantial Rosés to be had. It looks, smells
and tastes like a lighter red wine, and its dark and dry, cherry-like
fruit is framed with a touch of sweet oak. It can be enjoyed on
own, but we would lobby for service with food, and something on
the richer, full-flavored side at that, such as a slow-smoked rack
of ribs.
O L I $58.00

* is SOUTH COAST WINERY Tempranillo Rosé 2019
Temecula Valley. There is nothing in the least complex about
this wine and it will not win applause for richness, but it is a spry,
brightly balanced, very well-made offering that hits the mark as
a lighter, wonderfully agile, thirst-quenching Rosé that is oh so
easy to like at the price. Rather than hiding it away in the cellar,
tag it for drinking before another year is out, and include a bottle
or two in this summer’s picnic basket.
GOOD VALUE
1 S D $16.00

ir TRENTADUE Rosato di Sangiovese Alexander Vly 2020
Identified on its label as having been made by the saignée method
whereby a bit of the just-starting-to-ferment juice of red grapes
is bled off as means of concentrating the wine left behind and
then vinified into a Rosé, Trentadue’s Rosato di Sangiovese exhibits
aromas and flavors that smack of berries and spiced plums, and,
if not tannic per se, it is fairly firm with enough grip and light
astringency to ask for service with food and will arguably benefit
for another couple years of age.
O L I $22.00

* is SPICY VINES Rosé of Cabernet Sauvignon 2020
Pine Mountain Vineyards. Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak.
There are a few, occasional Rosés that aim for seriousness, but
most are designed for light-hearted drinking, and this sprightly,
version is one that very much begs for simple quaffing. It is light
in body with lifting acidity tempering its slight residual sweetness,
and, although it is sure to be a congenial companion to sundry
Asian dishes, it is also just the thing for sipping by itself on a
warm afternoon.
O S D $29.00

ir VILLA RAGAZZI Rosato di Sangiovese Oakville 2019
Among the lightest Rosés around and a wine with almost no
color at all, this slender, very clean, low-alcohol offering (11.5%)
shows muted notes of green apples with a brightening, slightly
citrusy tang, but it is far from fruity in character. It will have
trouble standing up to any but the mildest foods and may find
its best use as a delicate aperitif.
O F D $28.00

ir SPICY VINES Rosé of Cabernet Sauvignon 2020

* it V. SATTUI Rosato di Pinot Noir Anderson Valley 2020

Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak. Lightly peachy and, like its
close relation above, a pale salmon-pink Rosé that favors obvious
sweetness, this cleanly made wine hints variously at red berries
and citrus, but it is not quite as lively nor as cohesive as its more
mannerly cellarmate from Pine Mountain Vineyards and finds a
scant, yet noticeable, tag-end note of bitterness working its way
into its finish.
O C D $29.00

Marked by a bit of inviting, juicy sweetness, but never erring to
candied confection, V. Sattui’s Rosato di Pinot Noir is a cohesive,
brightly balanced offering with inklings of cherries and apricots
showing in its straightforward, clean-as-can-be, fruity aromas
and its slightly broader, but fairly perky, like-minded flavors. It is
easy on the palate and will be equally enjoyable if sipped with or
without food.
$31.00
1 C D
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Best Buys in the Market
ZINFANDEL
Our love affair with Zinfandel is a long one, both for the variety’s ability to make deep and wonderfully rich wines
as well as the special value so many examples provide. As its devoted fans are well aware, the very best bottlings
have, with justification, become more expensive, but there continues to be a great many Zinfandels that provide
enormous satisfaction at a comparatively low price. Heading up this month’s roster of those that belong on the
shopping lists of discerning Zinfandel lovers with an eye on the budget, the lovely, keenly focused, broadly fruited
** RIDGE Botticelli Vineyard Rockpile 2019 ($36.00) and its rich, but refined cellarmate, the ** RIDGE
Three Valleys Sonoma County 2019 ($30.00), earn especially enthusiastic Best Buy recommendation, as does
the ** V. SATTUI Old Vine Russian River Valley 2018 ($39.00), a wine of exceptional depth that is bursting
with very pure, berry-like varietal fruit. The keen and concise * DRY CREEK VINEYARD Heritage Vines
Sonoma County 2019 ($26.00) more than lives up its maker’s reputation as a producer of particularly priceworthy Zins, and the weighty, wellstructured * CASTORO Reserve Zinfusion Paso Robles 2019 ($24.00) and the ripe, nicely balanced * CASTORO Paso Robles 2019 ($20.00)
are marvelous examples of just how good Zinfandel priced at less than twenty-five dollars can be. The same can be said for the well-balanced *
CAROL SHELTON Wild Thing Old Vine Mendocino County 2018 ($20.00), while perennial Best Buy favorite, Sobon Estate, checks in with a trio
of offerings that are as affordable as they are tasty: the big, fully ripe * SOBON ESTATE ReZerve Primitivo Amador County 2019 ($24.00), the
ripe and rustic * SOBON ESTATE Rocky Top Amador County 2019 ($18.00) and the amazingly inexpensive * SOBON ESTATE Old Vine
Amador County 2019 ($14.00). Finally, though they may come up just short of full one-star rating, three 86-point efforts, the CLINE Ancient Vines
Contra Costa County 2019 ($15.00), the CLINE Old Vine Lodi 2019 ($11.00) and the SHENANDOAH VINEYARDS Special Reserve Amador
County 2019 ($12.00) are, one and all, tasty, well-made, varietally honest Zinfandels that are hard to beat at the price.

WHIITE RHÔNE VARIETIES
California continues to excel with any number of wines made from white Rhône varieties, and, though not inexpensive, the absolutely gorgeous **
92-point PRIDE Viognier Sonoma County 2019 ($45.00) is an exceptionally deep and beautifully balanced look at the grape that, by any standard,
easily earns Best Buy status. The very bright * ZACA MESA Viognier Estate Vineyard Santa Ynez Valley 2018 ($25.00) and the fresh and floral *
ZINKE Viognier Santa Ynez Valley 2018 ($24.00) are spot-on varietal examples from Santa Barbara County, and the refined, nicely polished *
KING ESTATE Viognier Quail Run Vineyards Rogue Valley 2018 ($26.00), the buoyant * CAROL SHELTON Viognier Wild Thing Placer
County 2019 ($20.00) and the * DERBY Fifteen 10 White Paso Robles 2018 ($26.00), a juicy, abundantly fruity, Viognier-based blend, show that
Viognier can shine in any number of far-flung appellations. Another white Rhône variety that is getting a serious
look from local vintners is Grenache Blanc, and the * 90-point RIDGE Grenache Blanc Adelaida Vineyard
Paso Robles 2019 ($30.00), a full-volume version that smacks of honeyed peaches and the abundantly fruity,
brightly balanced * KLINKER BRICK Grenache Blanc Lodi 2020 ($20.00) are first-rate example that are
sure to delight those familiar with the grape and win new fans among those who have yet to make its acquaintance.
Finally the full and insistently fruity * CAROL SHELTON Coquille Blanc Paso Robles 2019 ($25.00) and the
juicy * BONNY DOON Le Cigare Blanc Central Coast 2020 ($15.00), both of which are multi-varietal blends
that feature Grenache Blanc in the majority, and are tasty, very versatile white wines that, while balanced to serve
wonderfully with all sorts of lighter foods, are winsomely fruity and compulsively quaffable on their own.

Connoisseurs’ Series

Noir Ferrington Vineyard Alexander Valley 2018, ** CATTLEYA
Pinot Noir Cuvée Number One Russian River Valley 2019, **
DRAGONETTE Syrah John Sebastiano Vineyard Sta. Rita Hills 2018
and ** PROSPECT 772 Grenache “The Brat” Sierra Foothills
2018.

Created by the California Wine Club exclusively for Connoisseurs’ Guide
readers, and featuring only our two-star and three-star selections, the
CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES wine-of-the month club makes hard-to-get
wines available for you. Featured this month are: ** DAVIES Pinot

For more information about CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES, please call the California Wine Club at 1-800-777-4443 or visit www.cawineclub.com/connseries
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August 2021 Index
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
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AKATOMBO Howell Mountain

2018

* 		

2017

		

2020

2018

* 		

EHRET Hillside Reserve Red Wine

2017

* GV

METAL BENDER Red Blend

2018

BALDACCI Brenda’s Vineyard

2017

EHRET Bella’s Bavarian Lion Vineyards

2017

MINTERO Napa Valley

2017

BALDACCI Calistoga

2017

ESTATE CELLARS Central Coast

2019

MIRO Reserve Pine Mountain Vineyard

2019

BALDACCI Howell Mountain

2017

ESTATE CELLARS Proprietary Red Blend

2019

NINE HATS Columbia Valley

2018

BALDACCI Ruppert Napa Valley

2017

FEATHER Columbia Valley

2018

PATLAND Select Barrel Reserve

2017

BALDACCI Black Label

2017

FORTUNATI Reserve Napa Valley

2018

PATLAND Proprietary Red Wine

2018

BALDACCI Oakville

2017

FORTUNATI Napa Valley

2018

RIDGE Estate Monte Bello Vineyard

2018

BALLENTINE Estate Grown Napa Valley

2018

FRANK FAMILY Patriarch

2018

RODNEY STRONG Alexander Valley

2018

BANSHEE Sonoma County

2019

FRANK FAMILY Winston Hill

2018

RODNEY STRONG Sonoma County

2018

BLUE ROCK Baby Blue Sonoma County

2018

FRANK FAMILY Owner’s Blend Reserve

2018

RON NOBLE Sage Ridge Vineyard

2018

BLUE ROCK Alexander Valley

2018

FRANK FAMILY RHF Rutherford

2018

SPOT DOG Napa Valley

2014

CAROL SHELTON Rockpile Reserve

2016

FRANK FAMILY Reserve Calistoga

2018

STEVEN KENT The Premier

2018

CLOUDS REST Egoist Reserve

2016

FRANK FAMILY Reserve Mt. Veeder

2018

ST. FRANCIS Lagomarsino Vineyard

2018

COEUR DE VIGNE Rutherford

2017

FRANK FAMILY Reserve Rutherford

2018

ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County

2018

CORISON Sunbasket Vineyard

2018

GLUNZ Reserve Paso Robles

2018

STRINGER Stagecoach Vineyard

2018

CORISON St. Helena

2018

GLUNZ Paso Robles

2018

STRINGER Lupin Ridge Vineyard

2018

DAVIES Napa Valley

2018

GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley

2017

STRINGER Napa Valley

2018

DIAMOND CREEK Gravelly Meadow

2018

HAMILTON-BRANCH Alexander Valley

2018

SULLIVAN Estate Rutherford

2018

DIAMOND CREEK Red Rock Terrace

2018

J. DAVIES jd Diamond Mountain District

2018

THE SOLDIER Columbia Valley

2018

DIAMOND CREEK Volcanic Hill

2018

KNIGHTS BRIDGE KB Estate

2017

DUTCHER CROSSING Cooney Reserve

2017

LA HONDA Salinian Block

2019

DUTCHER CROSSING Taylor Reserve

2017

LA STORIA Alexander Valley

2018

EHRET Bavarian Lion Vineyards

2017

LAVA VINE ‘A’a Red Wine Blend

2017
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ARROW & BRANCH Black Label
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EHRET Hillside Reserve

* 		

DRAGONETTE Happy Canyon

2020

DRY CREEK VYD Dry Creek Valley

2020

DRY CREEK VYD Fumé Blanc

2020

EHRET Knights Valley

2020

ESTATE CELLARS Central Coast

2020

FERRARI-CARANO Fumé Blanc

2020

GRIEVE Family Estate Napa Valley

2018

GRIEVE Double Eagle Napa Valley

2019

HALL Napa Valley

2019

HANNA Russian River Valley

2020

HONIG 75% Napa County

2020

J. BUCHER Bucher Vineyard

2020

J. LOHR Flume Crossing Arroyo Seco

2020

KNIGHTS BRIDGE KB Estate

2020

LAIL Blueprint Napa Valley

2020
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TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley

2018

VO-KEL Luther Family Vineyards

2018

V. SATTUI Napa Valley

2018

WORK Lamya’s Calistoga
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McCAY Lodi

2020

**

MERRY EDWARDS Russian River Vly

2019

MORGAN Arroyo Seco

2019

OPR California

2020

PATLAND Napa Valley

2017

RAM’S GATE Carneros

2020

SHARED NOTES Les pierres qui decident

2020

SHARED NOTES Les leçons des maîtres

2020

SPICY VINES Late Harvest

2020

SPICY VINES Pine Mountain Vyds

2020

SPICY VINES Sunnydaze

2020

SPICY VINES Sunnydaze

2019

ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County

2020

V. SATTUI Napa Valley

2020

SAUVIGNON BLANC
* GV

ALMA DE CATTLEYA Sonoma County

2020

* 		

* 		

ARROW & BRANCH Stagecoach Vyd

2020

* GV

BANSHEE Sonoma County

2020

* GV

BLACKBIRD Dissonance

2020

* GV

BLUE ROCK Baby Blue Blanc

2020

		

BRANDBORG Umpqua Valley

2017

* GV

BRANDER Los Olivos District

2020

**

CADRE Stone Blossom Edna Valley

2020

**

CASTORO Paso Robles

2020

* 		

CLOUDS REST Forbidden

2016

* GV

COURTNEY BENHAM Sonoma County

2020

* 		

CYMBAL Columbia Valley

2020
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DRAGONETTE Grimm’s Bluff Vyd

2019

* GV

DRAGONETTE Grassini Family Vyd

2019
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DRAGONETTE Vogelzang Vineyard

2019
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ROSÉ
* GV

ACROBAT Oregon

2019

* GV

FERRARI-CARANO Dry Rosé

2020

* GV

SAINT GREGORY Pinot Noir Rosé

2020

		

BANSHEE Mendocino County

2019

* GV

FLEUR Pinot Noir Rosé

2020

* GV

SCHEID Pinot Noir Rosé Monterey

2019

BENOVIA Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

JULIA’S DAZZLE Pinot Gris Rosé

2020

SOKOL BLOSSER Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

BERNARDUS Pinot Noir Rosé

2019

KING ESTATE Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

SONOMA-CUTRER Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

BLACKBIRD Arriviste Napa Valley

2020

KNUDSEN Dundee Hills

2020

SOUTH COAST WNY Tempranillo Rosé

2019

CABANA Rosé of Sangiovese California

2018

LAWER Rosé of Pinot Noir

2019

SPICY VINES Pine Mountain Vineyards

2020

CALSTAR Rosé of Pinot Meunier

2019

LUCY Santa Lucia Highlands

2020

SPICY VINES

2020

CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Rosato

2020

MARIMAR Rosaleda Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

STRINGER Babbling Brook

2020

CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Gioia

2019

MARIN WATER Pinot Noir Rosé

2019

THE GREAT OREGON WINE COMPANY

2019

CUTRUZZOLA Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

McGRAIL Kylie Ryan Livermore Valley

2020

THE HIDDEN GALLERY Napa Valley

2018

DANE Lazy Dog Vineyard

2020

MONTE VOLPE Sangiovese Rosato

2020

TRENTADUE Rosato di Sangiovese

2020

DASHE Dry Rosé of Barbera

2020

PELLEGRINI Russian River Valley

2019

VILLA RAGAZZI Rosato di Sangiovese

2019

DUE VIGNE Rosato El Dorado County

2019

RODNEY STRONG Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

V. SATTUI Rosato di Pinot Noir

2020

DUTTON GOLDFIELD Rosé of Pinot Noir

2020

ROTH Reserve Rosé of Malbec

2020
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Write to us at P.O. Box 8, Pinole, California, 94564. Our phone is 510-417-2833.
Email: office@cgcw.com Web: www.cgcw.com
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